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Abstract
In the last ten years, network softwarisation processes have been continuously diversified and
gradually incorporated into production, mainly through the paradigms of Software Defined
Networks (e.g., programmable network flow rules) and Network Functions Virtualization
(e.g., orchestration of virtualized network functions). Based on this process, the concept of
network slice emerges as a way of defining end-to-end network programmable paths, possibly
over shared network infrastructures, requiring strict performance metrics associated to a par-
ticular business case. This thesis investigate the hypothesis that the disaggregation of network
function performance metrics impacts and composes a network slice footprint incurring in di-
verse slicing feature options, which when realized should have their Service Level Agreement
(SLA) life cycle management transparently implemented in correspondence to their fulfilling
end-to-end communication business case. The validation of such assertive takes place in three
aspects: the degrees of freedom by which performance of virtualized network functions can
be expressed; the methods of rationalizing the footprint of network slices; and transparent
ways to track and manage network assets among multiple administrative domains. In order
to achieve such goals, a series of contributions were achieved by this thesis, among them: the
construction of a platform for automating methodologies for performance testing of virtual-
ized network functions; an elaboration of a methodology for the analysis of footprint features
of network slices based on a machine learning classifier algorithm and a multi-criteria analysis
algorithm; and the construction of a prototype using blockchain to carry out smart contracts
involving service level agreements between administrative systems. Through experiments and
analysis we suggest that: performance metrics of virtualized network functions depend on the
allocation of resources, internal configurations and test traffic stimulus; network slices can
have their resource allocations consistently analyzed/classified by different criteria; and agree-
ments between administrative domains can be performed transparently and in various forms
of granularity through blockchain smart contracts. At the end of his thesis, through a wide
discussion we answer all the research questions associated to the investigated hypothesis in
such way its evaluation is performed in face of wide view of the contributions and future
work of this thesis.
Keywords: network slices; end-to-end services; blockchain; machine learning; multiple ad-
ministrative domains; benchmarking.
Resumo
Nos últimos dez anos, processos de softwarização de redes vêm sendo continuamente diversi-
ficados e gradativamente incorporados em produção, principalmente através dos paradigmas
de Redes Definidas por Software (ex.: regras de fluxos de rede programáveis) e Virtualização
de Funções de Rede (ex.: orquestração de funções virtualizadas de rede). Embasado neste
processo o conceito de network slice surge como forma de definição de caminhos de rede fim-
a-fim programáveis, possivelmente sobre infrastruturas compartilhadas, contendo requisitos
estritos de desempenho e dedicado a um modelo particular de negócios. Esta tese investiga a
hipótese de que a desagregação de métricas de desempenho de funções virtualizadas de rede
impactam e compõe critérios de alocação de network slices (i.e., diversas opções de utiliza-
ção de recursos), os quais quando realizados devem ter seu gerenciamento de ciclo de vida
implementado de forma transparente em correspondência ao seu caso de negócios de comu-
nicação fim-a-fim. A verificação de tal assertiva se dá em três aspectos: entender os graus
de liberdade nos quais métricas de desempenho de funções virtualizadas de rede podem ser
expressas; métodos de racionalização da alocação de recursos por network slices e seus res-
pectivos critérios; e formas transparentes de rastrear e gerenciar recursos de rede fim-a-fim
entre múltiplos domínios administrativos. Para atingir estes objetivos, diversas contribuições
são realizadas por esta tese, dentre elas: a construção de uma plataforma para automatização
de metodologias de testes de desempenho de funções virtualizadas de redes; a elaboração
de uma metodologia para análises de alocações de recursos de network slices baseada em
um algoritmo classificador de aprendizado de máquinas e outro algoritmo de análise multi-
critério; e a construção de um protótipo utilizando blockchain para a realização de contratos
inteligentes envolvendo acordos de serviços entre domínios administrativos de rede. Por meio
de experimentos e análises sugerimos que: métricas de desempenho de funções virtualizadas
de rede dependem da alocação de recursos, configurações internas e estímulo de tráfego de
testes; network slices podem ter suas alocações de recursos coerentemente classificadas por
diferentes critérios; e acordos entre domínios administrativos podem ser realizados de forma
transparente e em variadas formas de granularidade por meio de contratos inteligentes uti-
lizando blockchain. Ao final deste trabalho, com base em uma ampla discussão as perguntas
de pesquisa associadas à hipótese são respondidas, de forma que a avaliação da hipótese
proposta seja realizada perante uma ampla visão das contribuições e trabalhos futuros desta
tese.
Palavras-chave: network slices; serviços fim-a-fim; blockchain; aprendizado de máquinas;
múltiplos sistemas administrativos; benchmarking.
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1 Introduction
“Be conservative in what you do,
be liberal in what you accept from others.”
(Jon Postel)
At a global scale, Internet commonly and in majority of its shape forwards packets
via proprietary black-box equipment. Traditionally, a vicious cycle sustains such culture,
involving customers demanding tailor-made features, manufacturers pushing standardiza-
tion practices, and an overload of complexity incurring over protocols and network func-
tions. These manners proliferated reliable appliances, high-performance dedicated hardware,
tightly integrated features, etc, at the marginal cost of inducing monolithic configurations,
opaque manageability, and mostly the lack of open innovation. Out of those monopolies, a
cultural change emerged throughout the academia by Software-Defined Networking (SDN),
initially enabling innovation in campus networks, advocating for the open programmability
of commodity equipment via a logically centralized network operating system. Soon enough,
operators realized at their own pace, in front of enabling technologies, the increasing need
of Network Function Virtualization (NFV), which embraced the dissolution of most of their
operational issues, such as energy costs, return of investments over equipment, and agility in
service roll-outs. Summed, in the last ten years within such paradigm changes and evolution,
networking became a large realization of open source embodiments and open interfaces, shed-
ding light on abstraction models in contrast to the black-box mindset. As a small contribution
following such movement, this thesis advocates towards open innovative ideas of networking,
looking forward and contributing to the solidification of the enlightenment proposed by the
softwarization steps driven by SDN and NFV, in addition to the emergence of new and
sustainable business models that shape the disruption of vicious cycles in this area.
1.1 Motivation
As NFV matures through the realization of proof-of-concept implementations1, iden-
tified challenges towards wider roll-outs include the need of carrier-grade testing and opera-
tional standards to match service-continuity and performance predictability levels of current
physical infrastructures (VEITCH et al., 2015; MIJUMBI et al., 2016). Being pure software
1 http://nfvwiki.etsi.org/index.php?title=PoCs_Overview - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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entities, Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) lend themselves for continuous deployment and
integration following agile Development and Operations (DevOps) methodologies. Software-
oriented processes applied to NFV call for automated testing practices spanning platform
portability, functional correctness, and performance benchmarking for each candidate VNF
version before turning it available for deployment. A single line of code change passing all
functional tests could also undermine the VNF performance for specific workloads and plat-
forms —a risk that calls for standardized testing methods towards adequate VNF bench-
marks (e.g., (BLENDIN et al., 2016; PEUSTER; KARL, 2016; CAO et al., 2015)). Besides
that, the heterogeneity of NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) environments include diverse virtu-
alization options and system capabilities (e.g., hardware offloading, kernel bypassing) for
varying workloads and diverse resource sharing conditions (e.g., co-located VNFs trashing
shared CPU memory caches) (VEITCH et al., 2015). Such a multi-dimensional testing land-
scape with multiple configuration knobs introduces unprecedented challenges towards useful
performance profiles delivering valuable assessments for different stakeholders at different
stages, e.g., during VNF development, for pre-deployment NFVI validation, or even for
SLA compliance at run-time.
In a wider scope, evolving requirements of 5G communication business cases, around
vertical markets and increased traffic demands of rich content multimedia cloud applica-
tions, call for advances in enabling technologies and standardization to realize tailor-made
end-to-end network services, an approach commonly referred to as network slicing. Along the
network softwarization path to 5G (FOUKAS et al., 2017), network slicing (5GPPP Architec-
ture Working Group, 2018) appears as a cornerstone to realize the functional partitioning of
infrastructure resources and service capabilities in isolated management/operational scopes
to address specific business needs. In this way, the rise of disaggregated networking through
new software-centric boundaries (e.g., advances in SDN, NFV, Multi Access Edge Comput-
ing (MEC), etc.) applied end-to-end (e.g., from radio to core) contributes to the exposure
of novel control and management capabilities (ORDONEZ-LUCENA et al., 2017). Provided
with such a paramount skeleton of programmable artifacts, operators detain the ability to re-
alize fast network innovation cycles, foremost towards automation, enabling end-to-end slice
deployments. Nevertheless, to establish the suitable manners to handle the large and varied
amount of characteristics defining the inventory of active and available slicing features, net-
working actors (e.g., carriers, operators, service providers) must incorporate comprehensive
methods to digest and rationalize such information for the effective and efficient accom-
plishment of diverse communication business cases and their SLAs (e.g., towards specific
performance, scalability and reliability).
Towards end-to-end network slicing, diverse envisioned 5G services (e.g., augmented
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reality, vehicular communications, Internet of Things (IoT)) call for advanced multi-administrative
domain service deployments, open challenges arising from vertical customers of communica-
tion service providers (CONTRERAS; LOPEZ, 2018) leading to complex distributed SLA-
based orchestration hazards. The current network infrastructure over-provisioning model of-
fers questionable sustainability to attend upcoming communication requirements of vertical
markets (e.g., healthcare, automotive, public safety). In consequence, multi-tenancy through
broad sharing of diverse type of resources (e.g., network services, functions, compute nodes,
etc.) becomes a desirable characteristic of the emerging 5G ecosystem (SAMDANIS et al.,
2016). Hence, stakeholders at different administrative domains are looking for shared revenue
models from roaming scenario and vertical businesses (NGMN Alliance, 2017). For a given
end-to-end network slice, its realization would benefit from every per-domain segment being
able to distributively contribute to the delivery and assurance of a given service supply chain
(e.g., proof-of-relay attesting intermediary flow attributes such as throughput, latency, packet
loss ratio, etc.), in addition to contractual operational workflows in case of SLA breaches.
Consequently, by the perceived analysis of network slicing optional footprints and its impact-
ing performance metrics, an administrative domain detains the ability to expose and negoti-
ate slice deployments with dynamically predictable SLAs, included fail-safe mechanisms for
service continuity. In summary, evolving networking scenarios include multi-administrative
domain network slices as drivers of novel business opportunities along emerging operational
challenges, specially towards the definition of transparent (i.e., auditable) fine-grained SLAs
and their life cycle management.
1.2 Hypothesis and Research Questions
The previous introduction argument the core motivating aspects of this thesis aligned
with the following proposed hypothesis:
The disaggregation of network function performance metrics impacts and composes a
network slice footprint incurring in diverse slicing feature options, which when realized should
have their SLA life cycle management transparently implemented in correspondence to their
fulfilling end-to-end communication business case.
The research questions explored onto the confirmation of such hypothesis follow based
on the arguments explained before each one of them below. Such synthesis characterizes the
common ground of each one of the next three chapters, respectively, and how they complement
each other to establish the line of thought delineated along this thesis.
The problem statement of VNF benchmarking based on “trust, but verify” prin-
ciples seeks standardized performance testing to allow the proper evaluation of candidate
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platforms and locations to host (chains of) VNFs with respect to target Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). Outcomes of automated performance tests can be used as inputs for or-
chestration embedding algorithms (cf. (ROSA et al., 2015b)) and/or parameters to support
business decisions such as pricing and allocation of resources to fulfill SLAs. As noted by
the vision behind NFV-VITAL (CAO et al., 2015), standardized characterization of VNF
performance enables analyzing optimal sizing and configuration of VNFs in order to automat-
ically: for a given resource configuration, estimate the VNF capacity; for a given workload,
determine optimal resource configuration; evaluate different operational system virtualization
footprints and/or hardware alternatives and compute system overhead associated to dynamic
scaling (up/out/down/in); fine-tune VNF implementation and performance debugging. To-
wards such resolutions, throughout chapter 2, “Disaggregating Performance Metrics”, we
inquire about:
Research Question #1: What are the degrees of freedom by which VNF
performance metrics can be expressed?
Disaggregating Performance Metrics: The chapter 2 title stands the term dis-
aggregating to reference the transformation of Network Functions (NFs) proposed by NFV.
I.e., in the pre-NFV case, the performance metrics of network functions were totally tied
to and dependent on the coupled soft/hard-ware layers. While in the full-NFV case, the
virtualization decouples the execution environment capabilities, enabling varied abstraction
layers and their incumbent resources on the execution of network functions. This creates the
disaggregation of performance metrics. For instance, the throughput of a virtualized network
function can be divided into (disaggregated) ranges of operational values according to its
allocated set of vCPUs or memory.
Aiming at fine-grained orchestration and management of end-to-end slices, flexible
to comply with diverse SLAs, there is a challenging demand of comprehensive manners
to describe service characteristics, KPIs, and network element capabilities and require-
ments (FOUKAS et al., 2017). A step further, a proposed model of Network Slicing as a
Service (NSaaS) presents advantages to operators differentiate data pipes, conceptually via
service models and orchestration designated for application, network function, and infrastruc-
ture levels (ZHOU et al., 2016). Accordingly, sets of functionality requirements from different
network slices would be translated into one or more mappings of infrastructure and network
function matched SLAs, associated with service chain links addressing concise traffic char-
acteristics of end-to-end programmable paths and corresponding Quality of Service (QoS)
settings. Such problem statement embraces the realization of a process for a comprehen-
sive analysis of network slice characteristics and KPIs, and possibly their incurring SLAs.
Such research perspective is addressed in chapter 3 of this thesis, named “Analysis of Slicing
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Footprints”, which culminates in investigating:
Research Question #2: How to establish a dimensioning analysis of the
footprint criteria involving a network slice?
Analysis of Slicing Footprints: the title of chapter 3 stands the term footprints
to refer to the set of physical and logical infrastructure resources allocated for a network slice
instance. Such resources contain, for instance, network functions, their needed execution en-
vironment capabilities and their interconnecting link requirements to compose an abstracted
graph that may represent a network slice instance.
Similar to agile cloud environments in web-scale companies, networking actors (e.g.,
carriers, network operators, service providers) also pursue fluid network infrastructures to
uphold analytics, automation and distributed orchestration via software-centric innovations
from radio access to the core. In order to attend multi-administrative network slices, carrier-
grade service orchestration urges for advances in transport and value-based network services
to address distributed inter-connections among edge/cloud environments, on-demand fulfill-
ment of business verticals to handle the expected quality of and growing-ever traffic needs
from the edge, rendering perceivable aggregated value beyond just “dumb pipes” through
improved operational practices. Here, the problem statement sits in the fact that current
monolithic end-to-end connectivity services, slowly deployed through intra-domain manual
configurations over redundant/costly infrastructure footprints, settle opaque SLAs to eventu-
ally assure inter-domain handshake agreements. As chapter 4 showcases, aiming “Transparent
Fine-grained SLAs”, we pursue:
Research Question #3: How to transparently track/manage networking
assets and their SLAs in end-to-end slices over multiple administrative domains?
Transparent Fine-grained SLAs: the title of chapter 4 stands the term trans-
parent to elucidate our aim in turning a SLA fully auditable by its counterparts. Besides,
the term fine-grained refers to the possibility of a SLA be decomposed into multiple minor
agreements. Together, transparent fine-grained SLAs aims to establish that chapter 4 argues
in favor of multiple administrative domains realize partnership agreements for networking in
diverse granularities (fine-grained) possible to be fully auditable (transparent) by its coun-
terparts.
1.3 Objectives and Contributions
In general, the main goal of this thesis involves the study of the disaggregation of
VNF performance metrics composing the core for analytics of end-to-end slicing footprints
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that can be mapped into transparent fine-grained SLAs in multiple administrative domains.
Such goal can be distilled into:
∙ Define automated mechanisms for the performance characterization of VNFs;
∙ Establish mechanisms to analyze the multi-criteria aspects of network slicing options
and their utility for decision support processes;
∙ Define mechanisms for the establishment of transparent SLAs among administrative
domains.
In synthesis, we attain such goals by the approaches and the contributions described
in the next subsections, each defining an activity in the development of this thesis. Such
activities are mapped to chapters of this thesis, as illustrated in Fig. 1. As an additional
contribution, the open source code and guidelines to reproduce all presented experiments in
this thesis will be available online.2
2 at https://github.com/raphaelvrosa/thesis - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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1.3.1 Disaggregating Performance Metrics
Towards this end, we propose a framework that defines a minimum set of standard-
ized interfaces while allowing user-defined tests along a catalogue of reusable VNF testing
procedures and reports with wide- and well-defined system configuration descriptors, work-
load parameterization (linking to specific traffic generation tools and their parameters), KPI
computation, along all supporting code and data expected from a standardized and repro-
ducible benchmarking methodology. Besides, we define an information model to be consumed
and exported by such framework as a method to represent VNF performance metrics and
their associated causes. And via the exercise of such framework over different VNFs, we
validate its design principles, and consequently observed experimental results that allowed
us to suggest an answer to the investigated research question #1, and attain the following
contributions:
1. The development of a skeleton of software components delivering the abstractions and
tool set in support of practical methodologies to validate, benchmark, and dimension
VNFs, a framework implementation baptized as Gym;
2. The establishment of a standard methodology for VNF benchmarking automation;
3. An information model to represent a VNF benchmark descriptor and profile, jointly
composing a VNF benchmark report.
In essence, such contributions hold the publications below:
∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. E.; SZABO, R. VBaaS: VNF Benchmark-as-a-
Service. In: 2015 Fourth European Workshop on Software Defined Networks. [S.l.: s.n.],
2015. p. 79–84. ISSN 2379-0350.
∙ ROSA, R. V.; BERTOLDO, C.; ROTHENBERG, C. E. Take your vnf to the gym: A
testing framework for automated nfv performance benchmarking. IEEE Communica-
tions Magazine, v. 55, n. 9, p. 110–117, 2017. ISSN 0163-6804.
∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. Taking Open vSwitch to the Gym: An Automated
Benchmarking Approach. In IV Workshop pre IETF/IRTF, Jul. 2017.
∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. E.; PEUSTER, M.; KARL, H. Methodology for VNF
Benchmarking Automation. [S.l.], 2018. Work in Progress. Available online: <https:
//datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-rosa-bmwg-vnfbench-02>
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∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. E. Automated VNF Testing with Gym: A Bench-
marking Use Case. In: Proceedings of the TMA Posters and Demos. Vienna, Austria:
Jun, 2018.
1.3.2 Analysis of Slicing Footprints
The main motivating threads behind the analysis of slicing footprints are related to
the creation of a platform capable of dealing with the information overburden underneath
network slicing opportunities. As any other outcome from information production, advent
from infrastructure capabilities and customers requirements, an overload incurs in situations
where the decision making process exceeds the capacity to assimilate and act on the informa-
tion as well as the ability to evaluate every alternative (GRECO et al., 2005). Our analysis
of the infrastructure slicing quest begins with the joint modeling of certain infrastructure
(network, compute, storage) capabilities exposed to a network service orchestrator. Based on
network service characteristics from the literature, we bear the study of the dimensionality
of choices among network infrastructure capabilities in face of variable requirements of slices.
Suggesting answers for the research question #2, through the construction of an analytics
platform, we focus on an approach to apply machine learning and multi-criteria analysis to
the dimensioning angles of network slices, developing a methodology to extract slicing criteria
and analyze their facets. By such means we achieve the following contributions:
1. Characterization of dimensioning facets of infrastructure capabilities for network slicing;
2. A methodology for the construction of feature vectors encompassing slice descriptors;
3. An analytical investigation of machine learning and Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)
algorithms in scope of network slices dimensioning.
The topics above reflect a publication in submission listed below:
∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. E. The Pandora of Network Slicing: A Multi-Criteria
Analysis. In Submission To Transactions on Emerging Telecommunications Technolo-
gies, John Wiley & Sons, 2018.
1.3.3 Transparent Fine-grained SLAs
To attend decentralized non-trusting administrative domains in need of chained smart
contracts (inter-domain transactions and billing) for consensus (composed SLAs), here we
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approach the opportunities unlocked by a shared ledger of abstracted capabilities (end-to-
end service slices) via blockchain-based DApps for multi-administrative domain networking.
Such native distributed and dynamic scenarios built for robustness and fault-tolerance are
hardly addressable by trusted centralized databases or intermediate marketplaces, therefore
we approach the mapping of network assets characteristics and their SLA agreements into
blockchain smart contracts. A platform built to explore the dynamics of inter-domain or-
chestrated network slices showcases mechanisms and metrics that illustrate the investigative
approach to suggest answers for the proposed research question. And thus, we could achieve
the following contributions:
1. Establishing a MdO walk-through from background baselines, via the definition of
requirements and a formal categorization of operational phases;
2. Motivating perspectives and potential candidate strategies and implementation options
to incorporate blockchain-based DApps into multiple administrative domain scenarios;
3. Proof-of-concept prototype experiments of blockchain-based MdOs showcasing smart
contracts for lifecycle management of network services across administrative domains;
4. A standardization outlook discussion towards feasibility prospects of incorporating
blockchain-based DApps into three Standards Developing Organization (SDO) use case
scenarios.
From motivating aspects to experimental results, the topics above hold up the publi-
cations listed below:
∙ ROSA, R. V.; SANTOS, M. A. S.; ROTHENBERG, C. E. Md2-nfv: The case for multi-
domain distributed network functions virtualization. In: 2015 International Conference
and Workshops on Networked Systems (NetSys). [S.l.: s.n.], 2015. p. 1–5.
∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. E. Blockchain-based decentralized applications meet
multi-administrative domain networking. In: To Appear in Proceedings of the SIG-
COMM Posters and Demos. New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2018. (SIGCOMM Posters
and Demos ’18).
∙ ROSA, R. V.; ROTHENBERG, C. E. Blockchain-based Decentralized Applications
for Multiple Administrative Domain Networking. IEEE Communications Standards
Magazine, v. 3, n. 2, 2018.
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1.4 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 scopes the Disaggre-
gating Performance Metrics activity, establishing the directives of the main design principles,
implementation aspects, validating experiments, and standardization efforts involving Gym.
Chapter 3 details the Analysis of Slicing Footprints activity, dissecting the construction of a
network infrastructure model, the design of network slice mappings, the algorithms involved
in the analysis of slicing candidates and the experimental results. Chapter 4 delineates the
Transparent Fine-grained SLAs activity, presenting a formal categorization of MdO opera-
tional phases, strategies to incorporate blockchain-DApps into such phases, the elaboration of
mechanisms to define fine-grained SLAs into smart contracts, and the experimental analysis.
In each one of the chapters so far mentioned, the proper context and background concepts
are elaborated for the understanding of its content. Besides, the structure of such chapters
contain the proposed approach that aim to solve the scope of the chapter, an experimental
section, the analysis of the results, some shortcomings we identified for future work, and the
related work to that content. Chapter 5 discusses the overall goals and contributions of this
thesis, connecting the dots among chapters 2, 3, and 4, and answering the research ques-
tions of this thesis in face of the related work. And Chapter 6 establishes the final thoughts
and summarize this thesis detailing already in-course extensions of this work and suggesting
prominent future work activities.
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2 Disaggregating Performance Metrics
“We shape our tools, and thereafter
our tools shape us.”
(Anonymous)
2.1 Context and Scope
One of the most important and formal activities related to the benchmarking of net-
work functions started with one of the oldest, yet active, Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) working groups, when Benchmarking Methodology Working Group (BMWG) was
established in 1989 1. Since then, one of the main references in this area has been a doc-
ument entitled “Benchmarking Methodology for Network Interconnect Devices”, known as
Request for Comments (RFC) 2544 (BRADNER; MCQUAID, 1999), later updated by RFC
6815 (BRADNER et al., 2012) while addressing an applicability statement of “Use on Produc-
tion Networks Considered Harmful”. Similarly, however service-oriented, the recommendation
Y.1564 (ITU-T, 2016) proposed by International Telecommunication Union - Telecommu-
nication Standardization Sector (ITU-T), “Ethernet service activation test methodology”,
scopes configuration and performance tests for an Ethernet service. Broadly, other specific
benchmarking methodologies were proposed in BMWG, each detailing events, traffic work-
loads, frame sizes, etc, and many other black-box network function specific characteristics
and reporting format of varied performance metrics.
The pace of the virtualization dynamics over networking currently drives an evolution
of network functions from black to white boxes (one of the outcomes of hardware commoditi-
zation). Exacerbated such disaggregation, in the scope of NFV, a network function detains a
footprint inhabiting a virtualized environment under specific orders of magnitude of software
and hardware capabilities, included specific performance enablers (i.e., Enhanced Platform
Awareness (EPA)) (ETSI GS NFV, 2014). In parallel, a myriad of dimensions by which per-
formance metrics can be obtained and analyzed in details has been enabled by the evolution
of the open source tool set rolling around the functionalities to exercise stimulus (e.g., soft-
ware packet generators like Moongen (EMMERICH et al., 2017)) and monitoring, possibly
inside and outside, over an execution environment likewise its executing network function(s).
The wide variety of configuration knobs for a VNF testing setup (see Fig. 2) calls for auto-
1 https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/bmwg/history/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Figure 2 – VNF under test scenario illustrating the multiple configuration knobs and the
diverse multiple system and platform variables involved.
mated investigative procedures in the quest of sweet spots for reasonable, possibly optimum,
balances among allocation/configuration of resources and delivery of packet processing met-
rics.
We proposed our functional and architectural vision of VNF Benchmarking as a Ser-
vice (VBaaS) (ROSA et al., 2015c) establishing the motivating aspects and benefits of a
features extraction framework for the construction of VNF and NFVI performance profiles
aiming the benefits of on-demand test-before-deploy and conformance testing use cases. The
way it was initially proposed, VBaaS interacting with a Network Function Virtualization
Orchestrator (NFVO) would assist the life cycle management tasks involving the discov-
ery, provision, assurance and tear-down of VNF performance profiles for a VNF Forwarding
Graph (VNF FG). When such novel approach was proposed, no related work existed in
the scope of VBaaS, neither in SDOs idealization or open source implementation. Evolving
the ideas of VBaaS, we idealized standardization efforts (ROSA et al., 2015a), which mo-
tivated us to move forward to the prototype development and practical evaluation of Gym,
the proposed testing framework that allows automated performance benchmarks of NFV
embodiments. Gym is one of the reference implementations of our on-going work at IETF
BMWG (ROSA et al., 2018). Gym and its outcomes concern the core of this chapter, im-
plying in discussions that help us answer our first proposed research question: “What are the
degrees of freedom by which VNF performance metrics can be expressed?”.
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2.2 Background Concepts
Common benchmarking terminology contained in this chapter derives from RFCs
1242 (BRADNER, 1991) and 8172 (MORTON, 2017). Also, the reader is assumed to be
familiar with the terminology as defined in the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) NFV terminology document (ETSI GS NFV, 2018) and pre-deployment
testing document (ETSI GS NFV-TST, 2016a). Some of these terms, and others commonly
used in this document, are defined below.
∙ NFVI PoP: NFV Infrastructure Point of Presence – Any combination of virtualized
compute, storage and network resources.
∙ NFVI: NFV Infrastructure – Collection of NFVI PoPs under one orchestrator.
∙ VIM: Virtualized Infrastructure Manager – functional block that is responsible for
controlling and managing the NFVI compute, storage and network resources, usually
within one operator’s Infrastructure Domain (e.g. NFVI-PoP).
∙ VNFM: Virtualized Network Function Manager – functional block that is responsible
for controlling and managing the VNF life cycle.
∙ NFVO: NFV Orchestrator – functional block that manages the Network Service (NS)
life cycle and coordinates the management of NS life- cycle, VNF life cycle (supported
by the VNFM) and NFVI resources (supported by the VIM) to ensure an optimized
allocation of the necessary resources and connectivity.
∙ VNF: Virtualized Network Function – a software-based network function. A VNF can be
either represented by a single entity or be composed by a set of smaller, interconnected
software components, called VNF components (VNFCs) [ETS14d]. Those VNFs are
also called composed VNFs.
∙ VNFD: Virtualised Network Function Descriptor – configuration template that de-
scribes a VNF in terms of its deployment and operational behaviour, and is used in the
process of VNF on-boarding and managing the life cycle of a VNF instance.
∙ VNFC: Virtualized Network Function Component – a software component that im-
plements (parts of) the VNF functionality. A VNF can consist of a single VNFC or
multiple, interconnected VNFCs [ETS14d].
∙ VNF-FG: Virtualized Network Function Forwarding Graph – an ordered list of VNFs
or VNFCs creating a service chain.
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∙ SUT: System Under Test – consists of one or more functions under test. “Note: The
functions under test (FUT) are entities which are also commonly known as Devices
Under Test (DUT) in the testing community. The term Device Under Test is not used
in the present document in order to avoid ambiguities; devices are often considered to
be physical entities which does not apply here.”
2.3 Gym: from Design to Implementation
Taking roots in the former design efforts of VBaaS (ROSA et al., 2015a), our early
envisioned abstractions evolved into the framework implementation, baptized as Gym. Our
approach is based on the development of a skeleton of software components delivering the
abstractions and tool set in support of practical methodologies to validate, benchmark, and
dimension VNFs (ETSI GS NFV-TST, 2016b). Gym is mainly characterized by:
∙ Modular architecture with stand-alone programmable components
∙ Simple messaging system following generic Remore Procedure Call (RPC) guidelines
∙ Extensible set of testing tools and target metrics
∙ Rich test definition through dynamic compositions of modules
∙ And flexible methods for output processing and results visualization.
As shown in Fig. 3, Gym aims at introducing new opportunities to different NFV
actors. VNF developers can rely on the framework to add automated, repeatable VNFs per-
formance profiling to their agile Continuous Delivery/Integration (CD/CI) DevOps practices.
Service Providers might enhance offered QoS with tested-deployed scenarios (e.g., varying
workloads in multiple sites), containing transparent sets of operational VNF metrics, tar-
geting Continuous Delivery. Cloud/Infrastructure Providers, when extensively testing VNFs
in their execution environments, can use Gym to implement SLA compliance methods to
increase the infrastructure reliability and operational efficiency (e.g., energy consumption).
2.3.1 Conceptual Ideas and Guiding Principles
Design for modularity is one of the main guiding principles of Gym to allow inde-
pendent software components to be orchestrated on-demand based on well-defined testing
objectives without compromising customization and overall extensibility. To address the het-
erogeneous and complex set of requirements and capabilities of NFV instances, the frame-
work offers a high degree of freedom through user-defined composition of sets of tools and
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Figure 3 – Gym Motivation: Big picture of VNF benchmarks as part of rapid service pro-
cesses though automation, regression and performance testing.
evaluation models using simple description formats. Gym overall principles, enunciated be-
low, will come later into further discussion after our experimental analysis with some VNF
benchmarking use cases. The proposed guiding principles to design and build a performance
testing framework can be compound in multiple practical ways for multiple VNF testing
purposes.
∙ Comparability: Output of tests shall be simple to understand and process, in a human-
readable format, coherent and easily reusable (e.g., inputs for analytic applications).
∙ Repeatability: Test setup shall be comprehensively defined through a flexible design
model that can be interpreted and executed by the testing platform repeatedly but
supporting customization.
∙ Configurability: Open interfaces and extensible messaging models between components
for flexible composition of tests descriptors and platform configurations.
∙ Interoperability: Tests shall be ported to different environments using lightweight com-
ponents.
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Figure 4 – Association between VNF-BR and its components: VNF-PP and VNF-BD.
2.3.2 Architecture
Portability is an intrinsic characteristic of VNFs and allows them to be deployed in
multiple environments. This enables various benchmarking procedures in varied deployment
scenarios. In Gym, a VNF benchmarking methodology must be described in a clear and
objective manner in order to allow the effective repeatability and comparability of the test
results. Those results, the outcome of a VNF benchmarking process, are captured in a VNF
Benchmark Report (VNF-BR) as shown in Fig. 4. A VNF Benchmarking Report, currently
evolving in the charter of IETF/BMWG (ROSA et al., 2018), comprises two parts:
VNF Benchmark Descriptor (VNF-BD) – contains all the definitions and requirements
to configure, execute and reproduce VNF benchmarking experiments. VNF-BDs are
defined by the developer of a benchmarking experiment and serve as input to the
benchmarking process, before being included in the generated VNF-BR.
VNF Performance Profile (VNF-PP) – contains all measured metrics resulting from the
execution of a benchmark. Additionally, it might also contain additional recordings of
configuration parameters used during the execution of the benchmarking scenario to
facilitate the comparability of VNF-BRs.
A VNF-BR correlates structural and functional parameters of VNF-BD with extracted
VNF benchmarking metrics of the obtained VNF-PP. To better explain how Gym builds a
VNF-BR, first we explain the the system architecture of Gym, illustrated in Fig. 5, comprising
the following four main micro-services:
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Figure 5 – The Gym architecture is based on four main components (Agent, Monitor, Man-
ager, Player), allowing flexible workflows and embodiments as illustrated by the
various message exchanges, interfaces, databases, and tools.
Agent. Executes active stimulus using extensible interfaces to probers to benchmark and
collect network and system performance metrics. While a single Agent is capable of perform-
ing localized benchmarks in execution environments (e.g., stress tests on CPU, memory, disk
I/O), the interaction among distributed Agents enable the generation and collection of VNF
end-to-end metrics (e.g., frame loss rate, latency). In a benchmarking setup, one Agent can
create the stimuli and the other end be the VNF itself where, for example, one-way latency is
evaluated. An Agent can be defined by a physical or virtual network function. Agents expose
modular APIs for flexible extensibility (e.g., new probers). Agents receive instructions from
a Manager defining sets of actions to consistently configure and run prober instances, parse
the results, and send back snapshots containing output evaluations of the probers’ actions.
Prober – defines a software/hardware-based tool able to generate stimulus traffic
specific to a VNF (e.g., sipp) or generic to multiple VNFs (e.g., pktgen). A prober must
provide programmable interfaces for its life cycle management workflows, e.g., configuration
of operational parameters, execution of stimuli, parsing of extracted metrics, and debugging
options. Specific probers might be developed to abstract and to realize the description of
particular VNF benchmarking methodologies.
Monitor. When possible, it is instantiated inside the target VNF or NFVI PoP (e.g., as
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a plug-in process in a virtualized environment) to perform passive monitoring/instrumenta-
tion, using listeners, for metrics collection based on benchmark tests evaluated according to
Agents’ stimuli. Different from the active approach of Agents that can be seen as generic
benchmarking VNFs, Monitors observe particular properties according to NFVI PoPs and
VNFs capabilities. A Monitor can be defined as a virtual network function. Similarly to the
Agent, Monitors interact with the Manager by receiving instructions and replying with snap-
shots. Different from the generic VNF prober approach of the Agent, Monitors may listen to
particular metrics according to capabilities offered by VNFs and their respective execution
environment (e.g. CPU cycles of DPDK-enabled processors).
Listener – defines one or more software interfaces for the extraction of particular
metrics monitored in a target VNF and/or execution environment. A Listener must provide
programmable interfaces for its life cycle management workflows, e.g., configuration of op-
erational parameters, execution of monitoring captures, parsing of extracted metrics, and
debugging options. White-box benchmarking approaches must be carefully analyzed, as var-
ied methods of performance monitoring might be coded as a Listener, possibly impacting the
VNF and/or execution environment performance results.
Manager. Responsible for (i) keeping a coherent state and consistent coordination and
synchronization of Agents and Monitors, their features and activities; (ii) interacting with
the Player to receive tasks and decompose them into a concrete set of instructions; and (iii)
processing snapshots along proper aggregation tasks into reports back to the Player.
Player. Defines a set of user-oriented, north-bound interfaces abstracting the calls needed
to manage, operate, and build a VNF-BR. Player can store different VNF Benchmarking
Descriptors, and trigger their execution when receiving a testing Layout request, that might
reference one or more parametrized VNF-BDs, which are decomposed into a set of tasks or-
chestrated by Managers to obtain their respective reports. Interfaces are provided for storage
options (e.g., database, spreadsheets) and visualization of the extracted reports into VNF-
PPs.
2.3.3 Messaging System and Workflow
Gym core components communicate through a flexible REpresentational State Trans-
fer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API) using generic RPC calls with cus-
tom/extensible JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) message formats. In the following, we
describe a generic workflow based on request-reply message exchanges and pairwise compo-
nent interactions represented as numbered (1 to 7) circles in Fig. 5.
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1. The first step consists of a user defining the composition of the VNF testing VNF-BD
containing the structural and functional requirements to express target performance
metrics to generate a VNF-PP.
2. The Player processes the parametrized VNF-BD considering the features offered by
the associated Manager(s). The output is a workflow of tasks, in sequence or parallel,
submitted to a selected Manager that satisfies (i.e. controls a matching set of Agents/-
Monitors) the VNF-BD requirements. Based on input variables, a VNF-BD can be
decomposed into different sets of tasks with the corresponding high-level probers/lis-
teners parameters.
3. The Manager decomposes tasks into a coherent sequence of instructions to be sent to
Agents and/or Monitors. Inside each instruction, sets of actions define parametrized
execution procedures of probers/listeners. Sequential or parallel tasks may include prop-
erties to be decomposed into different sets of instructions, for instance, when sampling
cycles might define their repeated execution.
4. By interpreting action into a prober/listener execution, an Agent or Monitor performs
an active or passive measurement to output metrics via a pluggable tool. A VNF
developer can freely create a customized prober or listener to interface her tests and
extract particular metrics. An interface of such a tool is automatically discovered by
an Agent/Monitor and exposed as available to Managers and Players along with its
corresponding execution parameters and output metrics.
5. After computing the required metrics, a set of evaluations (i.e., parsed action outputs)
integrate a so-called snapshot sent from an Agent/Monitor to the Manager. A snap-
shot associated to a specific task is received from the Agent/Monitor that received
the corresponding instruction. An evaluation contains timestamps and identifiers of
the originating prober/listener, whereas a snapshot receives an Agent/Monitor unique
identifier along the host name information from where it was extracted.
6. After processing all the instructions related tree of snapshots, the Manager composes
a report, as a reply to each task requested by the Player. The Manager can sample
snapshots in a diverse set of programmable methods. For instance, a task may require
cycles of repetition, so the correspondent snapshots can be parsed and aggregated in a
report through statistical operations (e.g., mean, variance, confidence intervals).
7. Finally, the Player processes the report following the VNF-PP metrics definition, as
established initially during the VNF-BD decomposition. While the VNF-PP contains
filtered evaluation metrics and parameters, snapshots can be aggregated/sampled into
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a report. Results can be exported in different file formats (e.g., formats CSV, JSON,
YAML) or saved into a database for further analysis and visualization. For instance,
in our current Gym prototype we integrate two popular open source components, the
Elasticsearch database and the Kibana visualization platform2 —tools providing high
flexibility in querying, filtering and creation of different visual representations of the
extracted VNF-PPs.
2.4 Experiments
This section showcases the exercises based on a set of experiments to validate Gym
source code and demonstrate its feasibility regarding the automation of VNF benchmarks
for the extraction of VNF-PPs. Besides, it also describes the skeleton of orchestrating ca-
pabilities built to assist the automated procedures enabled and operated by Gym.
2.4.1 Scenario
The containernet (PEUSTER et al., 2016) platform was used for the automated de-
ployment of each VNF-BD scenario, where a plugin was developed for such task. By the
semantic interpretation of the scenario, this plugin can deploy any type of topology consisting
of containers, Open vSwitches, and links interconnecting them. A generic workflow between
Gym and the containernet plugin is defined below (see Fig. 6):
1. Gym receives a Layout message, requesting the exercise of a referenced VNF-BD and
its input parameters.
2. Player parses the Layout request, verifies the correspondent VNF-BD, validating its
inputs and creating a set of VNF-BD trials. Such trials are computed by all the
combinations of the VNF-BD input parameters.
3. For each VNF-BD trial, Player send a Deploy message request to containernet plugin,
referencing the scenario needed for it. A trial corresponds to a VNF-BD instance.
4. Containernet plugin parses the scenario and creates the test scenario for the VNF-BD
trial, respectively containing Manager, Agent, VNF (System Under Test (SUT)) and
Monitor components.
5. Containernet plugin replies to Player a Built message type, containing the respective
management interface (IP address and port) of each deployed component.
2 https://www.elastic.co/elk-stack - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Figure 6 – Gym Experiments Workflow.
6. Using the management info referenced in the Built message, Player realizes the greetings
to Manager component. Such step consist in sending a Hello message to the management
interface of Manager containing the contacts (management interfaces) of Agents and
Monitors.
7. Manager performs a similar procedure, requesting a Hello message from Agents/Mon-
itors specified as contacts in the Player Hello message.
8. Agents/Monitors, contacted by Manager, reply detailing all the set of probers/listeners
description loaded and available for the exercise of Instructions.
9. Manager joins all the reply information from Agents/Monitors and sends the informa-
tion, as a Info message reply, to Player Hello message.
10. Player compiles all the information from Manager in its database of assistant compo-
nents of Gym, and uses such information to construct the Task output of the VNF-BD
deployed scenario.
11. All the Task procedures follow according to Gym workflow, until each one getting its
respective Report.
12. After each Report received, Player checks if there are new VNF-BD instance scenarios
(trials) to be deployed and have its metrics extracted.
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Figure 7 – Gym Experimental Scenario.
13. If yes, then Player requests from containernet plugin the removal of the current topology
and deployment of the next one referring to the VNF-BD new instance. And likewise,
all the steps for the extraction of the metrics follow accordingly.
14. If no, then Player compiles all the Reports associated with the triggered VNF-BD
instances of the input Layout and builds the associated VNF-PP, finally composing
the VNF-BR and sending it to the Layout requester.
The testbed scenario consist of a physical machine with the following configuration:
Operating System Ubuntu Server 16.04.5 LTS; 64GB Memory RAM; 32 CPUs (2 Sockets, 8
Cores per Socket, 2 Threads per Core) Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2450 v2 @ 2.50GHz.
The VNF SUT chosen for the tests was a Suricata Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
version 4.0.0. According to the VNF-BD configuration files developed for the tests, all the
VNFs were deployed using Docker containers, as well as the other Gym components. A
Dockerfile (i.e., recipe used to build the Suricata docker container) was built specifically
for such VNF to automate the construction of the images that were used as source of the
instance containers being benchmarked.
The VNF Suricata was tested according to two VNF-BDs. The first describes an
exercise of different instances (i.e., 1, 2 and 4 parallel processes) of a tcpreplay prober to
send one of two pcap files, smallFlows.pcap or bigFlows.pcap, while the docker container of
the SUT is monitored (during the traffic replay stimulus extracting measurements in a 5
seconds interval). The second describes an exercise of different rates (i.e., 1Gbps, 10Gbps,
20Gbps) of an iperf3 prober, while the docker container of the SUT is monitored (during
the TCP traffic stimulus extracting measurements in a 5 seconds interval). In both cases, the
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Table 1 – VNF-BD Experimental Input Values
VNF-BD Field Input Values
01 and 02
VNF Configuration [small_ruleset, big_ruleset, empty]
# CPUs [2, 8, 16]
Memory [2018, 4096, 8192]
01 pcap file [smallFlows.pcap, bigFlows.pcap]
02 TCP rate [1Gbps, 10Gbps, 20Gbps]
VNF-BD describes the case for the SUT allocating varied resources of CPU cores (i.e., 2, 8,
16) and MB of memory (i.e., 2048, 4096, 8192), besides of executing Suricata with different
configurations (i.e., small and big sets of rules) and without executing Suricata, as a control
experiment, named the empty case. Table 1 describes the variable settings of each VNF-
BD, and the layouts and proper VNF-BD can be found at3. In addition, Fig. 7 shows both
deployment scenarios for each VNF-BD case, differentiating each other as among agents
VNF-BD 01 defines one way flow rules (i.e., E-Flow Link Setup), while VNF-BD 02 defines
back and forth flow rules (i.e., E-LAN Link Setup).
The named pcap files refer to TCP Replay samples4 of traffic figuring the following
characteristics:
smallFlows.pcap – Size: 9.4 MB; Packets: 14261; Flows: 1209; Average packet size: 646 bytes;
Duration: 5 minutes; Number Applications: 28.
bigFlows.pcap – Size: 368 MB; Packets: 791615; Flows: 40686; Average packet size: 449
bytes; Duration: 5 minutes; Number Applications: 132.
The values of the VNF Configuration field refer to the number of rules Suricata loads
when started, where big_ruleset detains 51 rule-files and small_ruleset contains 6 rule-files,
both selected from the recently updated emerging rules5.
2.4.2 Results
Running a single instance of Player component and containernet plugin, just by the
layout deployment referencing VNF-BDs 01 and 02, all the results were obtained in a matter
of a hours, without any human intervention. For VNF-BD 01 there were 54 combinations
of running parameters each lasting for 5 minutes, and for VNF-BD 02 there were 81 combi-
nations of running parameters each lasting for 30 seconds. I.e., each combination of running
3 https://github.com/raphaelvrosa/thesis/tree/master/Chap02 - Accessed on 2018-11-01
4 Available at https://tcpreplay.appneta.com/wiki/captures.html - Accessed on 2018-11-01
5 https://rules.emergingthreats.net/open/suricata/emerging.rules.tar.gz - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Figure 8 – VNF-BD 01 Experimental Results – Consumption of CPU and Memory asso-
ciated with VNF Configuration (columns). (a) CPU Percent Mean (y-axis) ac-
cording to VNF Configuration (columns), CPU allocation (x-axis), and Memory
allocation (dotted collors). (b) Memory Percent Mean (y-axis) according to VNF
Configuration (columns), Memory allocation (x-axis), and CPU allocation (dotted
collors).
parameters performed the gym operational cycle, as previously explained in Fig. 6. For the
purpose of the variability analysis of the SUT performance (see Figs. 8, 9 and 10), a com-
piled set of metrics are shown in graphics according to the input entries. In all the graphics,
the mean values of CPU and Memory percentage were calculated based on all the 5 sec-
onds interval measurements of the docker listener monitoring the SUT while Suricata was
benchmarked. Mostly important, note that in all such figures the results are depicted as dots,
which when horizontally aligned consist in representing the same value, and when (fully or
partially) overlaid they present similar (approximate) values among themselves.
In Figs. 8 and 9, the results associated with VNF-BD 01 present the mean percentage
utilization of CPU and memory by the docker container running the Suricata VNF. Fixed
the pcap file as bigFlows.pcap, Figs. 8a and 8b present the mean percentage utilization of
CPU and memory, respectively, according to the VNF configuration, allocated number of
CPUs and allocated memory. In Fig. 8a, the behavior of CPU utilization shows a growing
pattern as the rule set grows, determining an effect of the amount of rules in the Suricata
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Figure 9 – VNF-BD 01 Experimental Results – Consumption of CPU and Memory associ-
ated with pcap file stimulus (columns). (a) CPU Percent Mean (y-axis) according
to Pcap File (columns), CPU allocation (x-axis), and Memory allocation (dotted
collors). (b) Memory Percent Mean (y-axis) according to Pcap File (columns),
Memory allocation (x-axis), and CPU allocation (dotted collors).
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Figure 10 – VNF-BD 02 Experimental Results. (a) CPU Percent Mean (y-axis) vs. VNF
Configuration (columns) and CPU Allocation (x-axis) (b) Memory Percent Mean
(y-axis) vs. VNF Configuration (columns) and Memory Allocation (x-axis) (c)
CPU Percent Mean (y-axis) vs. Rate (columns) and CPU Allocation (x-axis)
(d) Memory Percent Mean (y-axis) vs. Rate (columns) and Memory Allocation
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configuration and the utilization of CPU. A similar pattern is seen in Fig. 8b, where the
variance of Memory percentage utilization varies according to the allocated Memory and the
VNF configuration, although without any impact from the allocated number of CPUs. The
patterns are similar in both bigFlows.pcap and smallFlows.pcap cases. In another analysis,
fixed the VNF configuration as a small_ruleset, Figs. 9a and 9b respectively show that
the input traffic influences mostly the CPU utilization of the SUT, while having almost no
impact in the memory utilization.
In Fig. 10, the results associated with VNF-BD 02 present the mean percentage
utilization of CPU and memory by the docker container running the Suricata VNF. Fixed
the Rate of 10Gbps, in Figs. 10a and 10b the iperf3 traffic affects both CPU and memory of
the SUT, demanding higher utilization of resources when the VNF Configuration increases
in complexity. Regarding the Figs. 10c and 10d, where the VNF Configuration was fixed as
the big_ruleset value, the stimulus traffic causes the effect of increased consumption of CPU
resources as the rate increases, and almost no memory utilization changes even considering
different allocations of CPU.
2.5 Analysis
Increasingly needed by networking actors, the means to prove equivalent carrier-grade
NFV metrics aims to establish common grounds to drive performance profiles of varied
emergingVNFs from laboratory prototypes towards production artifacts. Associated to these
goals, VNFs need to be deployed with predictable performance, taking into account the
variable processing overhead of virtualization and the underlying available NFVI resources.
Gym, a framework that helps to establish such boundaries, sits as a prominent work to
delineate VNF performance metrics and dissect their root causes.
2.5.1 Insights on the VNF Performance Profile Results
According to the results presented in the experimental section, the evaluation of the
Suricata VNF by Gym presents some patterns of behavior regarding the allocation of re-
sources to the SUT docker container, those are mainly associated with the configuration of
the VNF, the type of the traffic workload it was subjected to, and the traffic rate. From the
graphical results, we suggest the Suricata internal configuration (i.e., size of rule sets) affects
both the utilization of CPU and memory of the docker container it was hosted on. Analyzing
the stimulus traffic workload, type and rate, the SUT was subjected to, we suggest only the
CPU utilization is affected in large degree, while the mean percentage of the memory utiliza-
tion does not vary according to the alteration of the input stimulus. Regarding the aspect of
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CPU and memory allocation for the VNF, while we observe the increased values of memory
percent mean in associated with the complexity of the VNF internal settings (i.e., rule sets),
there was no effect on CPU percent mean regarding the input traffic stimulus neither the
internal VNF settings. We suggest further experiments are needed to explore the allocation
of CPU for the target VNF in conditions the stimulus cause the consumption of CPU above
one hundred percent (i.e., stimulating the usage of more than one CPU core by the Suricata
process).
Suricata is a well-known IDS, being studied in the VNF benchmarking literature
before (CAO et al., 2015). In such previous work it was observed a similar pattern to our
presented experimental results, which show Suricata scaling in performance according to
the allocation of resources. This fact occurs due to the internal multi-thread architecture of
Suricata. In particular, it is even possible to tweak some special capabilities inside Suricata
configuration file, such as CPU pinning, utilization of Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
and CUDA-enabled graphics processing unit. Such features are known as EPAs capabilities,
in essence meaning particular hardware acceleration tweaks.
In other cases, Gym was also validated when benchmarking different VNFs. In an
initial case with a virtualized IP Multimedia Subsystem (vIMS) (ROSA et al., 2017), the
benchmarking results showed an associated behavior of certain footprint allocations for each
vIMS component according to the imposed benchmark workload. In another case (ROSA;
ROTHENBERG, 2017), Open vSwitch was tested as a layer 2 forwarding switch in order to
demonstrate the evolved functionalities of Gym towards its testing automation. And, later
on, presented as a demo presented at TMA Conference 2018, different Domain Name System
(DNS) servers were demonstrated being benchmarked by Gym extensions for the monitoring
of DNS server internal metrics. Along such prototyping tests with Gym, bugs were tracked
and solved, as well as many debugging enhancements were applied. In general the evolution
of Gym has took place with different evaluation cases of heterogeneous VNFs, and their
respective behavioral performance particularities.
2.5.2 Gym Design Principles Assessment
While our experimental methodology was carried with a simple combination of Gym
components, the experiments give us some inputs for a critical analysis on Gym design
principles.
* Comparability: all presented results were extracted from the obtained VNF-PPs by
Gym Player component. The presented data could be exported in various file formats
with multiple combinations of metrics association. In our case, it was graphically shown
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in different figures. But, any logical data parsing method can be formalized based on
the flexibility of Gym saving Profiles in Elasticsearch database.
* Configurability: Gym provides a skeleton of components well-suited for customized de-
velopment of arbitrary VNF testing methodologies. Using VNF-BD to benchmark a
VNF enables unfettered choices for customized methodologies based on specific topolo-
gies, workloads, metric extractions, and so on. Basically, the composition of a VNF-BD
is a recipe that, when interpreted by the Player component, guides the architectural
and functional definitions ofVNF tests leveraging Agent/Monitor features. In addition,
similar to containernet plugin, Gym can be extended to work with different orchestra-
tion platforms.
* Repeatability: using Gym and the same testing scenario, the VNF-BDs developed for
our benchmarking tests can be used repeatedly to replicate the presented results. Be-
sides, with the modification of the running scenario our running experiments can be
easily replicated (e.g., in case the tested VNFs were deployed in container by Kuber-
netes orchestrator). This allows Gym users to continuously execute the same pattern of
benchmarking in their own deployments with the ability to customize and debug their
tests.
* Interoperability: all Gym components can be deployed in heterogeneous environments
(i.e., main requirements sit on support of the Python programming language). In ad-
dition, multiple new technologies can be attached to Gym as southbound interfaces in
probers/listeners, and northbound APIs over Player, which can be re-used to perform
benchmarking tests in case of alternative virtualization technologies (e.g., containers)
or bare metal deployments.
2.5.3 On Automating a VNF Benchmark
After identifying Gym design principles in sustaining main arguments towards its
usage in benchmarking VNFs, below we elaborate on topics and analysis regarding the
utility of automation mechanisms introduced to benchmarking.
Orchestration: Network function as well source and destination traffic components might be
virtualized or not. Commonly seen bare-metal black-box based benchmarking methodologies
distinguish from virtualized scenarios where, nowadays orchestration platforms (e.g., Open-
Stack, Juju, Kubernetes) might be used to deploy the experimental scenario. Our beliefs with
Gym follow such separation between orchestrated scenario and the configuration/execution
of benchmarking tests in order to create test modularity, flexibility and agility – practices
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commonly seen and needed in (DevOps) continuous delivery and integration of VNFs. Gym,
comes as a standalone framework useful in orchestrated scenarios (virtualized or not) to com-
pose new probers/listeners, custom VNF-BDs, and output test VNF-PPs. In line with our
initial VBaaS vision (ROSA et al., 2015a), Gym was developed agnostic to any particular
orchestration technology (e.g., NFVO). We envision life cycle management interfaces in Gym
to provide workflows for flexible VNF testing. An orchestrator would consume APIs exposed
by Gym to extract desired VNF-PPs and explore them in decision making processes of the
VNF, such as the allocation in terms of target host and resource reservation.
Management/Configuration: Tests might need particular set of custom configurations
in the underlying hardware capabilities and in the VNF itself. Configuration scripts might
enhance the capabilities offered by different scenarios (e.g., use huge pages of memory) and
procedures taken to optimize hardware and software components (e.g., custom Data Plane
Development Kit (DPDK) parameters) for high performance measurements. Besides, even
during series of tests, routine procedures might be needed to adjust the VNF under test and
the execution environment for continuous automated benchmarks (e.g., clear memory caches,
uninstall flow entries, restart monitoring processes). Gym currently lacks such features, how-
ever our development views aim integrating ideas from well-known DevOps frameworks (e.g.,
Puppet6, Chef7 and Salt8 - Accessed on 2018-11-01) for the automated configuration of VNF
under test.
Execution: Gym poses APIs and information models open for extension, and its flexible
messaging model based on JSON-RPC allows full customization of the entire framework.
In discussed topics composing experimentation methodologies (i.e., comparability, config-
urability, repeatability, interoperability), Gym allows high degree of testing composition and
expressiveness via theVNF-BDs specification, at same time that provides interfaces (prober-
s/listeners) to any sort of benchmarking tool set (virtualized or not). Taking those features
in consideration, the present Gym automation aspects can allow the extraction of new types
of testing strategies (e.g., measuring system failure/errors, VNF elasticity, noisy behavior,
etc (MORTON, 2017)). Moreover, Gym is currently receiving new management and opera-
tional features (e.g., for debugging, controllability, reconfigurability, etc).
Output: Among the main features required in testing frameworks, plotting visual interfaces
are extremely necessary. Graphically, behavior patterns and outliers can be easily identified.
Varied graphic libraries can be attached to Gym, as it allows VNF-PPs to be saved in dif-
ferent file formats, and always be added to Elasticsearch database. Timestamps are defined
6 https://puppet.com/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
7 https://www.chef.io/chef/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
8 https://saltstack.com/
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in each JSON-RPC reply message, meaning all of them (evaluations, snapshots, reports and
profiles) can have granular time series plots. Current Kibana integration allows a high degree
of freedom in creating visualization graphics and dashboards of a VNF-PP. In addition,
specialized analytics methods (e.g. clustering) are being introduced in Gym extensions, spe-
cially focused on creating new automated visual possibilities of VNF-PPs to better examine
different VNFs performance dimensions/features.
2.5.4 Shortcomings
Preponderantly, future research to reproduce and extend the studies in this chapter
should understand the shortcomings contained herein, and therefore be aware that there exists
a broad field of research to be uncovered on the performance analysis of VNFs. Among the
most important improvements that can be made on this study, we highlight:
∙ As recommended by RFC 8172 (MORTON, 2017), most of the considerations made
there aim at the performance studies in VNFs explored on different strategies such as
noisy neighbor, flexibility and elasticity assessments, resilience aspects, among others,
which were not explored while utilizing Gym.
∙ Still about RFC 8172, even though assigned in its main importance to characterize
a VNF-PP, this chapter can improve its studies by performing the isolated stimuli of
agents from the VNF under test, instead of performing all the tests on a single physical
machine using containers as a form of isolation.
∙ Not realized by this chapter, tests of VNFs using hardware acceleration characteristics,
such as specific functions (e.g., NUMA, SR-IOV, DPDK), consist of EPA capabilities
that must be studied and exploited for the definition of VNF-PPs.
∙ In specific tests associated with latency performance measurements, there exists the
need for strict accuracy over the synchronization of the activities among agents and
monitors. Not explored in this chapter, this feature is planned for upcoming releases of
the Gym framework.
2.6 Related Work
In a pioneer work (VEITCH et al., 2015), the analysis of performance of two network
functions, a virtual CDN and a WAN acceleration, were extensively tested showing that em-
bedded instrumentation might help to understand proper/fine-tuned allocation of resources
for VNFs without negative effects of their baseline performance. In line with our initial
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theoretical vision on VNF benchmarking (ROSA et al., 2015a), (BLENDIN et al., 2016)
proposes a structured approach to develop benchmarking methodologies tailored to VNF.
Similar to Gym, the use of performance profiles in support of NFV DevOps workflows has
been proposed (PEUSTER; KARL, 2016) to support management and orchestration decisions
leveraging the automated offline profiling of complex service chains. An important aspect of
this work concerns the evolution of a VNF architecture, the Snort Intrusion Prevention Sys-
tem (IPS), introducing multithreading to scale its performance according to the number of
available CPU cores. In (PEUSTER; KARL, 2017), the benchmark of service function chains
realizes the effect of the order of VNFs in the overall networking performance metrics, es-
tablishing the effects different orders of types of VNF in a Service Function Chaining (SFC)
matter. Similarly, Probius (NAM et al., 2018) analyzes via benchmarking experiments how
different orders of VNFs result in traffic forwarding effects in performance considering the
way each VNF utilizes virtual machine scheduling/pool of resources in a single physical
machine.
Gym shares similarities to NFV-VITAL (CAO et al., 2015) with regard to the overall
problem statement and framework approach as well the automated strategy to extract VNF
performance metrics, for instance performing the exercise of benchmarking a vIMS instance
and measuring possible auto-scaling strategies after detecting saturation in vIMS transactions
per unit of time. NFVPerf (NAIK et al., 2016) utilizes port-mirroring to analyze traffic from
virtual machines and detect overload in network functions based on traffic characteristics,
as a way of trying to infer performance bottlenecks in VNFs. In (NEMETH et al., 2015),
“The Limits of Architectural Abstraction in Network Function Virtualization” are presented
with the performance analysis of a Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) impacted by the
different low-level VNF layouts of hardware utilization. This work concludes hardware fea-
tures play a significant role in determining performance, and that they should be considered
by a NFVO. The work on “Unveiling Performance of NFV Software Dataplanes” (NIU et
al., 2017) benchmarks two NFV data plane platforms, ClickOS and BESS, showing their
performance when over the stimulus of different packet sizes and in different configuration
of network functions. Such work concludes the benchmarked data plane platforms should
improve the support for NIC queues and multiple cores to have their performance increased.
Investigating “Price and Performance of Cloud-hosted Virtual Network Functions: Analysis
and Future Challenges”, the work (GHRADA et al., 2018) establishes trade-offs among dif-
ferent configurations of VNFs that realize varied cost-benefit relationships while placed in
cloud providers under different flavors (image configurations) and pricing schemes.
While developing Gym, we sought alignment (ROSA et al., 2015b) with ongoing work
at the IETF/IRTF, where under the umbrella of “Considerations for Benchmarking Virtual
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Network Functions and Their Infrastructure” (MORTON, 2017), relevant guidelines are be-
ing discussed towards standardized VNF benchmarking. Likewise, Gym was influenced by
related efforts at the ETSI ISG NFV Testing Group (ETSI GS NFV-TST, 2016b) defin-
ing requirements and recommendations for VNFs and NFVI validation. A number of open
source projects sprint common abstractions for benchmarking VNFs and the underlying in-
frastructures. Closest related to Gym, OPNFV incubated projects include (i) Yardstick,9
targeting infrastructure compliance when running VNF applications; (ii) QTIP,10 providing
definitions towards platform performance benchmarking; and (iii) Bottlenecks,11 proposing
a framework to execute automatic methods of benchmarks to validate VNFs deployment
during staging. Compared to Gym, these efforts are very much tied to their choice of tech-
nologies, compromising portability and repeatability due to the focus on supporting OPNFV
developments without broader aspirations of generic VNF testing tools. One such a candi-
date related open source tool we intend to support in the Gym framework through Agent
extensions is NFPA (Network Function Performance Analyzer) (CSIKOR et al., 2015), which
was also born to address the frustrating landscape of benchmarking comparison of network
functions over varying SW/HW systems. In addition, an inspiring independent related open
source effort is ToDD,12 which walks in the direction of an on-demand extensible framework
for distributed testing of network capacity and connectivity but without focus on NFV or
complex workflows. Finally, an outstanding paper on “High-Performance Packet Process-
ing and Measurements” (GALLENMüLLER et al., 2018) discusses the many benefits and
use cases of the developed tools libmoon/MoonGen in realizing benchmarking experiments,
specially in what concerns evolving testing methodologies such as improvements in latency
measurements defined in RFC 2544.
9 https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/yardstick - Accessed on 2018-11-01
10 https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/qtip/Platform+Performance+Benchmarking - Accessed on 2018-11-01
11 https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/bottlenecks - Accessed on 2018-11-01
12 https://github.com/toddproject/todd - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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3 Analysis of Slicing Footprints
“It is change, continuing change, inevitable change,
that is the dominant factor in society today.
No sensible decision can be made any longer without taking into account
not only the world as it is, but the world as it will be.”
(Isaac Asimov)
3.1 Context and Scope
Scoped by Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) (NGMN Alliance, 2016), the
main problem statements towards 5G uses cases address a high degree of flexibility and scal-
ability demanding network slices in contrast to current monolithic network architectures.
In (ONF, 2016), Open Networking Foundation (ONF) discusses the applicability of an SDN
architecture for 5G slicing particularly to accommodate new and diversified business demands
in a cost-efficient way. 3GPP work-in-progress (3GPP, 2018a) comprehends the incorporation
of network slices into mobile core and radio networks addressing the orchestration and man-
agement of 5G services. At IETF, the Common Operations and Management on network
Slices (COMS) discussed working group defined a series of documents addressing gap analy-
sis, use cases and requirements associated with the existent aspects of Internet protocols to
support network slicing1.
Following the common terminology ideas exposed in most of the standardization bod-
ies, we regard network slicing as an approach to enable multiple logical networks on top
of a partially shared network infrastructure for possibly varied business purposes (5GPPP
Architecture Working Group, 2018). As examples of network slices, an automotive service
(e.g., real-time traffic information) might demand special mobility management and stable
broadband support, while a massive IoT service (e.g., electricity metering) might require
high scalability disregarding mobility (ZHOU et al., 2016). Still, the definitions of how sliced
networks will be is yet to be clearly proposed. Slicing decision factors might include: ver-
tical market aims, user service definitions, QoS requirements of each user service, resource
availability, etc. Those imply in the separation of granular responsibilities among control
and data planes according to requirements and capabilities of respective network functions,
1 https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/101/session/coms - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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their execution environments, and the paths interconnecting them. Such multi-facet decision
challenges impact on the key characteristics of slices, such as isolation, shared non-sliced
network parts, efficiency on mixed-requirements plus over-engineering of the infrastructure,
and the strategy of how operators will expose abstractions concerning intra-domain methods
of network slicing (e.g., business case topologies and resources).
Flexibility of slicing is a key enabler for value creation and operational expenses opti-
mization. By expressing diverse requirements for network infrastructure providers, customers
(e.g., vertical markets) aim to trust in slices determining specific traffic forwarding treat-
ments necessary for particular business cases (ZHOU et al., 2016). In varied circumstances,
slices are predicted to span diverse technological domains of the network and even different
administrative domains (SAMDANIS et al., 2016). For instance, in case service providers
have no network footprint in all markets they intend to serve, they might need to partner
with access or transit providers to reach their off-net subscribers, consequently being able to
explore new roaming scenarios and vertical markets. NGMN states network slicing (NGMN
Alliance, 2017) possibly establishing a provider-hosted (e.g., Service Provider) and provider-
hosting (e.g., Infrastructure Provider) relationship among administrative domains, where the
former express the service requirements and the latter provides the resources/capabilities to
fulfill such request. In this context, service providers define mixed requirements and poli-
cies (e.g., application regulations, network neutrality liabilities, data privacy guarantees) to
infrastructure providers enable NSaaS (ZHOU et al., 2016). The means to analyze slicing
perspectives construct the core of this chapter, and suggest answers to our posed question
on: “How to establish a dimensioning analysis of the footprint criteria involving a network
slice?”.
3.2 Background Concepts
A common network slicing terminology can be expressed by a series of documents,
among them the NGMN definition of the slicing concept (NGMN Alliance, 2016). Here, we
detail the most important terms utilized in this chapter.
∙ Network Slicing – from the technical infrastructure viewpoint, slicing requires the parti-
tioning and assignment of a set of resources that can be used in an isolated, disjunctive
or shared manner. A set of such dedicated resources can be called a slice instance.
Examples of resources to be partitioned or shared, understanding they can be physical
or virtual, would be: bandwidth on a network link, forwarding tables in a network el-
ement (switch, router), processing capacity of servers, processing capacity of network
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elements. As it can be assumed that slice instances will often contain a combination/-
group of the above resources, appropriate resource abstractions as well as the exposure
of abstract resources towards clients are needed for the operation of slices.
∙ Service Instance – an instance is a run-time construct of an end-user service or a business
service that is realized within or by a Network Slice
∙ Network Slice Instance – a set of run-time network functions, and resources to run these
network functions, forming a complete instantiated logical network to meet certain net-
work characteristics required by the Service Instance(s). A network slice instance may
be fully or partly, logically and/or physically, isolated from another network slice in-
stance; The resources comprise physical and logical resources; A Network Slice Instance
may be composed of Sub-network Instances, which as a special case may be shared by
multiple network slice instances. The Network Slice Instance is defined by a Network
Slice Blueprint; Instance-specific policies and configurations are required when creat-
ing a Network Slice Instance; Network characteristics examples are ultra-low-latency,
ultra-reliability etc.
∙ Network Slice Blueprint – a complete description of the structure, configuration and the
plans/workflows for how to instantiate and control the Network Slice Instance during
its life cycle. A Network Slice Blueprint enables the instantiation of a Network Slice,
which provides certain network characteristics (e.g. ultra-low latency, ultra-reliability,
value-added services for enterprises, etc.). A Network Slice Blueprint refers to required
physical and logical resources and/or to Sub-network Blueprint(s).
∙ Network Service – composition of Network Function(s) and/or Network Service(s),
defined by its functional and behavioural specification.
3.3 A Slicing Methodology as a Multiple Criteria Analysis Decision
Process
In simple terms, network slicing contributes to the approximation of applications and
networking. Based on 5G requirements and foreseen networking use cases (e.g., augmented
reality, IoT, autonomous vehicles), a slice design and mapping have no simple association
with network embedding. Past/Common network embedding approaches consider a fixed
set of nodes and links composing well-defined topologies (HERRERA; BOTERO, 2016). On
the other hand a slice mapping would not necessarily define a fixed/strict set of constraints
and objective functions for node and link mappings. Specially, with the advent of SDN
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Figure 11 – Scope of the slice design process
and NFV, in the scope of NSaaS, both traffic forwarding rules and virtualized network
functions can be dynamically placed and chained via different environments. Besides, rea-
sonably, operators would not want to share their slicing design and mapping methods and
underlying fine-granular infrastructure resources – similarly, intra-domain Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) sits well defined only internally to autonomous systems. Hence, following
theNGMN (NGMN Alliance, 2017) terminology, a provider-hosting would expose abstracted
views of its resources and slice its infrastructure accordingly, likewise a provider-hosted would
only comply with the offered capabilities by provider-hosting, therefore advertising require-
ments; and when receiving a generic (white-box like) slice of virtualized infrastructure would
solve the network embedding problem herself, as provider-hosted understands better its own
service requirements mapping than provider-hosting. Herein, a reasonable strategy consists in
analyzing the web of relationships among provider-hosting capabilities and provider-hosted
requirements as/within the scope of the slice design process (see Fig. 11).
We consider the context defined so far, whereinNSaaS is enabled by well-characterized
requirements and capabilities of services and network infrastructure, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 11, a infrastructure provider utilizes a service model to compose slices according to
sets of matching characteristics of virtualized network functions from different vendors/de-
velopers and their interconnection requirements with capable execution environments and
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their adjacent link settings. For instance, by understanding different slice requirements and
the analysis of their performance criteria, a infrastructure provider might be able to design
hosting characteristics suitable to express a diversity of slices, and offer them as a service.
In (GALIS, 2018), aspects of slicing are proposed as part of challenges in realizing slices
capabilities. Some of those aspects comprise important slice dimensioning angles, such as:
∙ Isolation. Different slices demand varied degrees of shared infrastructure behaviors,
such as interference factors in performance and scalability.
∙ Optimization. The composition of network slices sets available points for better uti-
lization of underlying network resources accommodating different business cases’ re-
quirements.
∙ Reliability. In certain aspects, the overall utilization of certain infrastructure footprint
also defines assurance boundaries for slices, which might be analyzed according to
needed behaviors (e.g., critical applications).
∙ Service Mapping. Based on business requirements, an use case would demand differ-
ent allocation of resources and respective capabilities.
∙ Scaling/Healing.Dynamics of life cycle management operations towards service main-
tenance conceives intrinsic analytical opportunities for slices dimensions.
3.3.1 Network Slicing: The Why and How of a Dimensional Analysis
From an infrastructure provider perspective, the overall allocation of resources to
address particular business cases might span varied segments and capabilities of its network,
establishing critical factors to scrutinize service providers (i.e., customers) needs in order to
accommodate multiple slices in the same environment. From another angle, aiming vertical
markets and roaming scenarios, service providers need to carefully analyze exposed network
slices as a service, and investigate their varied set of criteria while accommodating their
preferences, which scope their pursued business case. From both angles, our main reason to
dimension network slices consists in enabling methods to solve the problems of selecting,
describing, comparing, classifying, and ranking a myriad of attributes of multiple slicing
criteria in a flexible and effective manner. Solved such support system designed by analytics
mechanisms on top of slicing options, further decisions, both for service and infrastructure
providers, can be taken on top of the set of coherent preferences and digested slicing featured
options, such as the optimization of objective functions defined by operational or business
support systems (OSS/BSS).
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In essence, the NGMN (NGMN Alliance, 2017) establishes a network slice blueprint
to define how a network slice instance will be created, referring to the required physical and
logical resources for such task. Our approach to delineate a myriad of featured slice instance
options consist of abstracted characteristics of infrastructure, jointly with possible VNF per-
formance profiles and chaining characteristics. Therefore, we consider a slice blueprint as a
set of network functions in a chain, added their interconnection requirements in a directed
manner. And a network infrastructure detains network equipment, infrastructure nodes (i.e.,
compute nodes), where network functions can be placed, and links interconnecting them.
Combined the possible mappings of a slice blueprint request and an infrastructure network, a
myriad of mappings for a slice blueprint can be generated as slice instance options, depending
on the infrastructure capabilities and the slice business case requirements. A comprehensive
analysis of a infrastructure resources composition can establish sizing angles interfering in
possible methodologies that slices can be designed. Besides, the slices dimensional aspects
include multiple possible deployment options with diverse technological demands and effects
on critical economies of scale. Defined the slice mapping options, we designed a methodol-
ogy for features extraction and analytics, included machine learning and MCA algorithms.
Finally, in the step of defining the slice mapping options, the algorithmic issues involving net-
work slicing discussed in (??) represent a coherent view in accordance with our perspective
of the slicing design process. I.e., the decision aspects involved in turning a slice blueprint
into an instance might contain objective functions (e.g., similar to virtual network embed-
ding (HERRERA; BOTERO, 2016)) adhering to the policies and resource requirements of
the blueprint, and even the infrastructure provider.
The following subsections describe our proposed methodology to network slicing di-
mensional analysis, first listing some benefits of such ideas through target use cases.
3.3.2 Target Use Cases
Types of use case objectives, potentially benefiting from the applicability of a dimen-
sional analysis to network slicing include:
∙ Classes of slices. An incurred segmentation of a provider network infrastructure, apt
to offer the necessary capabilities to a business case (e.g., chain of VNFs determining
SLAs and link characteristics), might define a myriad of possible slice blueprint in-
stances (i.e., mappings). Those can have their criteria carefully examined and classified
to represent peculiar characteristics (e.g., performance, fault-tolerance, scalability) and
consequent billing options (e.g., Choicenet (ROUSKAS et al., 2013)).
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∙ Slicing Abstraction Views – An end-to-end network slice can comprehend the col-
laboration of multiple administrative domains while maintaining the fairness for com-
petitiveness and requiring minimum information revealed between its counterparts,
while each domain efficiently sustain intra-domain slice blueprint mappings. Inter-
domain NSaaS can define a marketplace where administrative domains would expose
different abstractions views of their internal infrastructure strategically fine/coarse-
grained by varied slicing criteria.
∙ Infrastructure Planning – Both service and infrastructure providers looking for
options to extend the coverage of their services would optionally define a risk analysis
for the extensibility of their networking characteristics, be it by footprint investments
in high performance hardware at specific locations or leasing shared infrastructures
to enhance coverage. Candidate what-if scenarios can be abstracted and scrutinized
via varied slicing criteria and their coherent preferences to support decisions involving
infrastructure planning.
∙ Recovery/Scalability Analysis –While designing a business case, an infrastructure
provider would possibly perceive classes of slices by which optional mappings would
present similar behavior through disjoint resources, i.e., opportunities to scale and/or
recover a slice. When an analyzed slice blueprint under those criteria be instantiated,
pre-computed differences of configurations and their respective performance impact
would assist the slice instance recovery and/or scalability life cycle management work-
flows.
3.3.3 Slicing Criteria
To conceive allocation options for a particular slice blueprint and its business case,
the representation of a infrastructure must comprehend all the possible capabilities that
define critical points in the slice sizing/dimensional angles. Thus, we assume a fully pro-
grammable infrastructure consistently exposing its capabilities. I.e., an uniform reference
model of a provider network infrastructure represented by a graph as a network topology
included compute, storage, and network attributes of links and nodes available for service
mappings containing SDN and NFV artifacts. We also assume well-defined VNF perfor-
mance profiles distinctively mapping specific allocations of resources (e.g., CPU, Memory,
Disk) to packet processing metrics (e.g., latency, throughput, frame loss ratio). As object of
analysis, we propose a provider infrastructure graph model containing:
∙ Infrastructure: defined by a node type containing storage and compute resources (e.g.,
CPU, disk, memory).
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∙ Networks: defined by a node type containing packet processing metrics (e.g., through-
put, frame loss ratio, latency) and availability.
∙ Ports: defined by a node type with specific endpoint property indicating a service ter-
mination point in a provider network (e.g., geographic area, edge reachability, another
administrative domain endpoint).
∙ Links: defined by an edge type, annotated its properties (i.e., throughput, frame loss
ratio, latency), interconnecting Network nodes to themselves, to Infrastructure nodes,
and to Ports.
Aligned with the idea to represent a provider infrastructure as a graph abstraction,
the outcome of a slice-to-infrastructure mapping contains both technological and topological
attributes comprehending the following set of criteria:
∙ Performance. The sum of the impact of the allocation of resources (e.g., CPU, mem-
ory, disk) in infrastructure nodes destined to the VNFs of a network service. I.e., the
slice footprint considering its VNFs allocation. For instance, a slice might consume
resources from possible overloaded infrastructure nodes, causing a smaller performance
impact than in the case of idle ones. This means better performance incurs in less
sharing of infrastructure nodes.
∙ Betweenness. The sum of the betweenness centrality of each node a slice is mapped
to. Betweenness centrality is a graph topological attribute that measures how many all-
pairs shortest paths include a node. This gives an indication of the central “monitoring”
role played by the node for various pairs of nodes (ZAKI; MEIRA, 2014).
∙ Vitality. The sum of the closeness vitality of each node a slice is mapped to. Closeness
vitality is a graph topological attribute defining the change in the sum of distances
between all node pairs when excluding that node. This means the importance of a node
as a shortest-path connector to all possible paths a graph detains among its nodes.
∙ Reachability. The sum of the closeness centrality of each node a slice is mapped
to. Closeness centrality is a graph topological attribute that uses the sum of all the
distances to rank how central a node is, i.e., it provides a reference to the total distance
over all the other nodes, giving the idea of how close a node is to all the other nodes
in a graph (ZAKI; MEIRA, 2014).
∙ Density. The sum of the average degree of the neighborhood of each node a slice is
mapped to. It is a graph topological attribute that propitiates an idea of how dense is
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the area a node is placed in a graph, possibly incurring in a transitivity relationship of
the nodes. I.e., how likely two nodes in a graph share common neighbors.
∙ Cost. The sum of the placement costs of each VNF along the slice candidate mapping.
∙ Throughput. The minimum available end-to-end throughput a slice will have when
mapped from its input to its output service entering/terminating points.
∙ Latency. The total end-to-end latency a slice will have when mapped from its input
to its output service entering/terminating points.
∙ Packet Loss Ratio. The aggregated product of the end-to-end packet loss ratio a
slice will have when mapped from its input to its output service entering/terminating
points.
∙ Hops. The sum of the hops a slice will have when mapped from its input to its output
service entering to terminating points. A hop consists in each node that a path contains
in a graph. In the slice case, it will depends on how far/close each VNF is placed to
each other and to the input/output service entering/terminating points.
∙ Availability. The aggregated product of the end-to-end availability, measured percent-
age of active life time, of each edge/link a slice will have when mapped from its input
to its output service entering/terminating points.
The importance of each listed criteria is defined according to various factors, such as
completeness, redundancy, operationality, independence, size, and even timing impacts (JS
et al., 2009). Completeness cares if every important criteria was included in the analysis for a
proper comparison of the options’ performance, meaning no criteria was overlooked and that
each one captures key aspects of the objectives concerning the MCA. Redundancy spans
the verification of unimportant or duplicated criteria, approaching the assess of meaning-
ful variability for the options to be analyzed, considering a careful analysis of the criteria
expressiveness or omission. Operationality concerns how a criteria is defined clearly enough
to be assessed, considering a commonly shared and understood scale of measurement. Inde-
pendence handles the judgment of criteria mutual relationships to recognize that different
options satisfy a minimum acceptable level of performance when any given criterion is unaf-
fected in the preference of the others, therefore comprehensively capturing the consequences
of the options be independent of each other from one criterion to the next. Size perceives the
excessive number of criteria in correspondence with the assess of the criteria analysis results,
possibly considering practical importance or inconsistency in the dimension of a criteria to
prevent the interpretation imbalance of the criterion analysis outcome. And finally, the time
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Figure 12 – Network Slices Mapping Methodology – Features Extraction Process.
factor implies in reviewing the criteria in face of the horizon over which the consequences of
the criterion analysis are being valued, i.e., basically refining the impact of the chosen criteria
on the options in the short/long-run.
3.3.4 A Slice Mapping Methodology
As shown in Fig. 12, a methodology designed for the definition of how slice blueprints
are mapped and have their criteria extracted follows the procedures below:
1. Abstract the Infrastructure. Consists in the graph modeling of the provider net-
work assets apt to enable NSaaS. This step would extract information from all the
enabling SDN and NFV technologies realizing programmable service chains able to
be mapped to slices. This information would build the infrastructure provider graph
model containing infrastructure, network, port and link components. Each one of them
annotated with topological attributes and their respective technological capabilities.
2. Build the Reference Slice Blueprints. Defining the set of well-formatted business
cases supported by the infrastructure, a business case is represented by a slice blueprint
reference model, as a direct acyclic graph, that is composed by entering and terminating
points adjacent to a sequence of VNFs, each one defined by a performance profile
requiring specific capabilities.
3. Elaborate Candidate Slice Instances. Considering the supported business cases,
for each one of them is defined an algorithm to elaborate from its reference blueprint
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the set of possible instance candidates it might be mapped onto. The greedy algorithm,
illustrated in Fig. ??, follows elaborated below:
a) Maps the entering and terminating points of the slice blueprint to the required
entering and terminating points of the infrastructure graph model.
b) For each VNF in the slice blueprint, given its policies and resource requirements,
maps it to all possible infrastructure nodes.
c) Given all VNF-to-infrastructure mappings, given the slice blueprint link settings
and policies, performs the computation of the shortest paths for the slice blueprint
adjacencies (i.e., from the entering to the terminating points).
d) For each VNF-to-infrastructure mapping in the slice instance, performs the de-
composition of all possible optional packet processing metrics aVNFmight deliver
given its performance profile and the available resources of the mapped infrastruc-
ture node. Here, each candidate VNF performance profile decomposition states a
possible slice blueprint mapping. Possibly, a single blueprint can be decomposed
in a myriad of slice instance mappings.
e) Defines all candidate slice instance mappings as vectors of criteria extracted from
the end-to-end slice blueprint mapping into infrastructure resources according to
the set of criteria previously described.
In the steps above, possible policy restrictions can be applied over the selection of
network links and infrastructure nodes for a reference slice blueprint case. Given the set
of slice mapping candidates and criteria, diverse algorithms can be designed to understand
patterns inside the abstracted infrastructure capabilities according to a particular business
case reference slice blueprint, such as to describe, classify, score, and rank the candidate
slicing options. For instance, such analysis can explain how capabilities of an abstracted
infrastructure define the possible business cases it might support, included their performance
impact over it.
3.3.5 A Machine Learning based Mechanism for the Analysis of Featured Slicing
Candidates
Given a set of slicing candidates, outcome of the possible set of network slice instance
mappings, their criteria represent features from which some can be organized in ranges of
values to represent classes (e.g., high/medium/low throughput). In all the slicing candidates,
given a meaningful set of classes from some of those features, a variety of algorithms can
be established to perform the reasoning of such data. We approach the analysis of slicing
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candidates from a machine learning point of view, specifically as a classification problem. To
justify our choice, through the analysis of candidate slices a machine learning classifier allows
to identify outliers (e.g., a slice candidate with huge throughput), separate the commonalities
(e.g., classes of candidates sharing similar ranges of features), and predict outcomes (e.g., the
costs and/or latency feature(s) regarding a desired allocation of CPUs, memory, and number
of hops of a particular candidate slice).
To illustrate our ideas, suppose a video streaming business case needs to be established
by a infrastructure provider. Understanding the business case, the provider builds the ref-
erence slice blueprint containing the entering point(s) (e.g., edge routers), the set of VNFs
needed (e.g., transcoder, HTTP proxy server, video server), and the terminating point(s)
of the service (e.g., cell towers). Given the set of available network and compute nodes in
the provider infrastructure, all the possible candidate slice instance mappings of such refer-
ence slice blueprint are elaborated, and have their criteria extracted. From the infrastructure
provider point of view, it would be desirable to offer different qualities of slices, having their
proper classes of metrics (e.g., throughput, latency, cost). Such classes of metrics can be
computed to stream the video business case in low, medium or high quality. Classes of slices
depend on the allocated profile of each VNF (i.e., transcoder, HTTP proxy, video server)
and their interconnecting links to entering/terminating points (i.e., the location of compute
nodes in the infrastructure). Training a machine learning classifier based on one or multiple
labels that the infrastructure provider aim to predict for the video stream business case, it
is possible to estimate the cost, or any other labelled slice candidate mapping and its in-
curred/predicted class. I.e., in the case a customer looks to purchase the streaming video
business case, specifically aiming a certain maximum utilization of resources (e.g., CPU,
memory, disk) at expected traffic class (e.g., throughput, hops, latency), the infrastructure
provider can use a trained classifier to estimate the cost of the possible slice mappings, and
offer classes of slices at diverse costs. Thus, using a machine learning classifier, it also can
know the group of slices belonging to a specific class of slice costs, their mapped compute
nodes and networking paths. And finally, it would be possible to analyze each one of this slices
according to the set of coherent preferences of the customer business case by multi-criteria
analysis algorithms, later on explained in the next subsection.
We explain in details how a machine learning classifier algorithm can be utilized for
such slicing analysis mechanism, and later discuss the timing, properties, and applicability
aspects of it, exemplified through target use cases. The basis of the slicing mechanism sits
in identifying the business case and modeling its reference slice blueprint. Given that and
extracted the slice mapping features, the goal is to select one or more features that repre-
sent the labels by which the infrastructure provider aim to predict (e.g., latency) given (the
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Figure 13 – Machine Learning Classification and Multi-Criteria Analysis Processes.
other) certain slicing requirements/features (e.g., allocation of CPUs/memory). Importantly,
classes of the labelled features can be defined according to the observed ranges of values in
each feature. For example, latency, when selected to be a predicted label, could be classified
in ranges of average delivery of milliseconds for certain 5G use cases, such as massive Ma-
chine Type Communications, ultra-Reliable Low Latency, enhanced Mobile BroadBand. A
machine learning classifier would then fit into the data structure of the features to be trained
accordingly, following optimized hyperparameters for such task. For instance, applying such
process to a particular business case, via a trained machine learning classifier, it is possible
to estimate the labelled features, based on certain customer requirements. Fig. 13 illustrates
the case of a machine learning classifier applied for the reasoning of network slicing.
Thinking of the previous use cases, the applicability of the described mechanism
would transparently fit into the definition of classes of slices. Indeed, the mechanism suits
as a was to build abstraction views, as a infrastructure provider might analyze “portions”
of slices she would like to offer for service providers, at marginal cost ranges. Regarding
the infrastructure planning and recovery/scalability analysis cases can be dynamically built
by what-if scenarios through the training of two or more classifiers. One would suit the
actual network infrastructure adequate to a analyzed business case and its intended slice
mappings. The other classifiers would suit the variants of the infrastructure hypothetically
built. Through the same input, the difference in the output of the classifiers, actual and
hypothetical, would be measured to understand the benefits/costs of the aimed hypothesis.
Any kind of hypothesis can be established, and such comparisons can iterate in long cycles to
discover which best breed of hypothesis would elaborate higher/lower marginal benefits/costs
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for a particular business case and its slicing mappings.
In the experiments of this chapter we utilize the random forests algorithm as the
machine learning classifier. Random forests in an ensemble of Decision Trees algorithm, usu-
ally trained via the bagging method (i.e., bootstrap aggregating the decisions of multiple
decision tree classifiers and taking the most frequent prediction among them). A Decision
Tree algorithm can be elaborated for a classification or a regression problem, and basically
determines the construction of a tree data structure having its branches defined by condition
of some features thresholds. The training part of the algorithm consists in building such tree
(i.e., complexity O(n*m*log(m))), and the test predictions define the traversing in the tree
(i.e., complexity O(log2(m))). In general, decision tree is a powerful algorithm, makes few
assumptions about the data, and is capable of fitting complex datasets. Likewise Random
Forests algorithm, which introduces extra randomness when growing multiple decision trees:
instead of search for the best feature when splitting a node (i.e., a common decision tree
build method), it searches for the best feature among a random subset of features. This
results in great tree diversity, practically trading a higher bias for a lower variance, and in
general yielding an overall better model. The random forests and decision tree algorithms
are described only for the purposes of understanding the experiments in this thesis, for mode
details check (ZAKI; MEIRA, 2014) and (GRON, 2017). Among the main reasons to choose
the Random Forests algorithm sit: efficiency to run on large datasets, handling thousands of
input variables without variable deletion, estimation of what variables are important in the
classification, and ability to deal with unbalanced and missing data.
3.3.6 A Multi-Criteria Slicing Analysis: Preferences and Sensitivity
When predicted a particular class of slices for certain customer demanded feature
ranges, the next step consists in evaluating the slicing candidates inside such class through
the a set of preferences for each feature/criteria. A critical judgment of the candidate slicing
options could consider the relationship of dominance among them, where one option domi-
nates another if it performs at least as well on all criteria and is strictly better on at least one
criterion. Thus, candidate paths would be reduced to a short list, excluded the dominated op-
tions. However, these analysis of slicing candidates might be misleading, asMCA techniques
overcome such dominance analysis by a disciplined structure that directs attention to criteria
in proportion to the preference they deserve, so called weights. Accordingly, as important as
the design of slicing candidates, the pondered constitution of criteria/features weights/pref-
erences establishes a primary goal in a successful MCA process in support for the analysis
and selection of one (or more) best scored slice candidates (see Fig. 13). The design process
of weight factors for a multi-criteria analysis would endorse preferable conditions that adjust
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the ‘weighting’ process to produce coherent slicing preferences. “Once coherent preferences
are established, decisions can be taken with more confidence” (JS et al., 2009).
A person (e.g., service or infrastructure provider) or a program (e.g., orchestration
component) might be able to update the weights at different timescales according to their tar-
get use case and desired set of OSS/BSS preferences (e.g., by automated policy-making based
on programmed service intents). Such process can reflect objectives to coherent decision-
making processes aiming, for instance, the power-saving of slices footprint, the priority
mapping of reliable low latency slices, or throughput gains for mobile demands of mas-
sive broadband services. In our proposed methodology, MCA algorithms can combine the
preferences/weights and criteria of a business case customer to slice mappings and derive an
overall scored value for each candidate slice. Our approach aims to classify and rank slicing
candidates to find (dis)similarity degrees among them by the evaluation of a criteria sensitiv-
ity analysis of the results according to changes in the criteria weights. Thus, we demonstrate
MCA can be composed by more than a technical process. We aim to discuss crucial and
effective manners that impact how MCA can be structured and conducted as the strength
and consistency of the preferences of a service or a infrastructure providers.
The algorithm utilized for MCA we applied herein, named Technique for Order of
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) (HWANG et al., 1993), encompasses
one of the methods to support multi-criteria decisions. TOPSIS algorithm basically estab-
lishes a distance metric from each alternative from the Positive Ideal Solution (PIS) and to
the Negative Ideal Solution (NIS). PIS defines the alternative that maximizes the benefit
criteria and minimizes the cost criteria. And NIS is the opposite way, defines the least pref-
ered alternative (i.e., maximizes the cost criteria and minimizes the the benefits). TOPSIS
requires the multi-criteria problem to be well-structured (e.g., weights, costs, alternatives,
evaluation criteria). Defined PIS and NIS for each criteria, the preference order then is struc-
tured according to the relative closeness to PIS utilizing a scalar criterion, which combines
these two distance metrics. Our main reasons to choose TOPSIS consists in a large set of
applications its was used to in the literature, the simplicity in defining coherent preferences
and weights for each criterion, and the high performance when executed in large datasets.
However, in the discussion of this chapter we also point issues involving MCA such as some
TOPSIS shortcomings.
3.4 Experiments
We exercise the proposed machine learning based mechanism and theMCA approach
for network slicing via a broad experimental coverage based on the following steps (as shown
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in Figs. 12 and 13):
1. Abstract the Infrastructure – Consists of random topology represented by a graph
containing a set of networks interconnected by links, annotated with throughput, la-
tency, frame loss ratio, and availability attributes. Networks represent one or more
programmable set of equipments dedicated to traffic forwarding. Attached to networks,
infrastructure nodes contain CPU, memory, and disk capabilities. In the random topol-
ogy, networks can have ports defining specific service entering and termination points.
2. Build the Reference Slice Blueprint – A sequence of ordered VNFs (annotated
with CPU, memory, and disk requirements) and their interconnecting links (possibly
annotated with throughput, latency, frame loss ratio, and availability requirements)
define a direct graph concerning a slice blueprint reference model for a specific business
case. As input and output port requirements, the blueprint specifically details entering
and termination points in the generated random topology.
3. Extract Slicing Options and perform the Machine Learning Analysis – Per-
forms the execution of the algorithm proposed for the construction of slicing candidate
options, defines a set of labels used to estimate the slice classes, and establishes the
training and test of the machine learning random forests classifier evaluating its prop-
erties and accuracy.
4. Execute/Analyze the MCA Algorithm – Given a set of slicing options (e.g.,
extracted from a class of predicted slices), the execution of the TOPSIS algorithm is
analyzed as aMCA decision support mechanism, looking to understand the properties
of the algorithm and its sensitivity to weights/preferences in reasoning to the best set
of slicing candidates.
A custom software tool-set written in the Python programming language executes
all the steps above, particularly utilizing algorithms and graph data structure from the net-
workx2, scikit-learn3 and custom defined libraries.
3.4.1 Exploring the Experimental Results
To validate the proposed mechanism, experiments were delineated given the following
settings:
2 https://networkx.github.io/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
3 http://scikit-learn.org/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Table 2 – Network Infrastructure Profiles
Profile Infra Resources Link ResourcesCPU Memory Disk Throughput Latency Frame Loss Ratio
1 [2, 4, 8] [4, 8, 16] [100, 500, 1000] [1, 2, 5, 10] [6, 8, 10] [0.04, ..., 0.08]
2 [8, 16, 32] [4, 8, 16, 32] [500, 1000, 2000] [5, 10, 20, 40] [4, 6, 8] [0.02, ..., 0.06]
3 [16, 32, 64] [16, 32, 64, 128] [1000, 2000, 10000] [20, 40, 80, 100] [1, 2, 4] [0.01, ..., 0.04]
4 [2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64] [8, 16, 32, 64] [100, 500, 1000, 2000, 10000] [1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 100] [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10] [0.01, ..., 0.08]
∙ Infra Model: four different, each containing specific topological characteristics, gen-
erated random infrastructures were defined based on the graph models (1) random
regular, (2) binomial, (3) powerlaw cluster, and (4) albert-barabasi.
∙ Infra Model Parameters: each of the graph models had their sizes defined in 10, 50, and
100 network nodes. The generation of the random graph models were defined as (1)
random regular (number of nodes, degree equals 5), (2) binomial (number of nodes, edge
probability equals 0.5), (3) powerlaw cluster (number of nodes, neighbour edges equals
5, edge probability equals 0.5), and (4) albert-barabasi (number of nodes, neighbour
edges equals 5).
∙ Compute Nodes Ratio: the amount of compute nodes added to the random topology
was defined in 10%. In further studies we aim to evaluate variations of this rate.
∙ Compute Nodes Positioning Policy: The compute nodes were linked to network nodes
based on vitality, centrality and random policies. For the first two policies, each com-
puted node was added to the topology based on the decreasing value of vitality and
centrality of the network nodes it was linked to. And the latter, compute nodes were
linked randomly to network nodes. Only one compute node was linked in each network
node.
∙ Infra Profile: four different types of infrastructure profiles were defined according to
the set of available resources, shown in Table 2, respectively addressing infrastructure
compute nodes and links with low, medium, high and varied profile of capabilities.
∙ Service Profile: three different types of reference slice blueprints were created containing
one, two and threeVNFs, respectively. TheVNF profile is the same for all the reference
blueprints, described in Tab. 3. For the sake of simplicity, we did not explore the aspects
of Disk size impact neither the packet loss ratio metric, so such values were kept constant
and non-representative. Besides, for each set of allocated resources a cost value (e.g.,
monetary, power, operational) was defined for the VNF performance metrics.
The selected range of values for all the experimental settings were defined just for
illustrative purposes, and were not based in any related work in the literature, since we could
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Table 3 – VNF Profile Metrics
Cost CPUs Memory Disk Throughput Latency Packet Loss
0.1 2 2 1 20 20 0
0.12 4 4 1 40 16 0
0.14 6 6 1 60 14 0
0.16 8 8 1 80 12 0
0.2 10 10 1 100 10 0
0.4 12 12 1 120 8 0
0.6 14 14 1 140 6 0
0.8 16 16 1 160 4 0
not find any similar reference experiment. In each experimental infrastructure topology two
ports were added respectively for the definition of entering and terminating points for the
reference slice blueprint. Such ports were added looking for a pair of network nodes selected
with the bigger value of the shortest path distance, calculated based on edges with weights
equal to one. Finally, the algorithm to elaborate the candidate slices is defined for all the
combinations of the parameters previously defined. The output dataset of all the slicing
candidates for the overall execution created a total of approximately 600 Megabytes. In
simple terms, the experimental validation of the proposed problem became a data mining
task. In the Figures shown and explained below, we dive into the particularities of the dataset.
From Fig. 14, we have in each sub-figure the distribution of Cost, Latency, Throughput
and Packet Loss according to the number of network functions in the service chain, the Infra
Profile, and the Infra (Compute Nodes Positioning) Policy. In general, the variations of
Cost and Throughput were not affected by variation of the other features. From Fig. 14a,
we perceive the overall cost of candidate slices increase with the service chain number of
network functions. Similarly, such behavior is seen in Fig. 14b, while a pattern among different
Infra Profiles show that independently of the number of network functions, the service chain
latency decreases as the increased amount of available resources in the infrastructure. While
in Fig. 14c we do not observe such behaviors, we perceive the overall throughput of the
candidate slices decreases as the service chain increases in the number of network functions.
And finally, from Fig. 14d, a similar behavior with the Latency results were presented for
Packet Loss. However, as the network function profile had no effects in the allocation of
resources associated in Packet Loss metrics, the results present variations according to the
Infra Policy, the number of hops of the candidate slices, and the available link resources in
the Infra Profile. Finally, there was no major variation or pattern of behavior regarding the
analysis of the Infra Model feature.
Regarding the overall results involving the extracted graph-based metrics (e.g., be-
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Figure 14 – Overall Slicing Candidate Profile Results. (a) Cost (b) Latency (c) Throughput
(d) Packet Loss
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Figure 15 – Scatter Plots of Particular Scenario (a) Throughput vs. Latency (b) Latency vs.
Hops (c) Betweeness vs. Hops (d) Vitality vs. Hops
tweeness, vitality, reachability), there were no significant results to be presented. The main
observations fit into the expected standards. For instance, for all scenarios the betweeness
metric presents bigger values for the centrality Infra Policy, while similarly this was the
behavior of the vitality metric for the Infra Policy defined by vitality case.
In another point of view, we focused on particular behaviors of the service chain
performance metrics regarding the following configurations: Infra Model equals to 1, Infra
Profile equals to 3, Infra Policy equals to ‘centrality’, size equals to 100 and NFs equals to 3.
Both Figs. 15 and 16 show association of Throughput, Latency, Cost, Hops, Betweeness and
Vitality metrics. Mostly important, such figures aim to present the most important patterns
of behavior we have seen in the dataset for a particular scenario.
According to Fig. 15a, there exist clustered slicing candidates detaining the same
throughput values and largely varying in Latency, while throughput affects mostly the Cost
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Figure 16 – Scatter Plots of Particular Scenario (a) Betweeness vs. Latency (b) Vitality vs.
Latency (c) Betweeness vs. Throughput (d) Vitality vs. Throughput
metric. In another aspect shown in Fig. 15a, there exist candidate slices clustered in the
same amount of Hops, likewise detaining a variety of latency values, while the ones with
lower cost have higher values of latency. In what shows Figs. 15c and 15d, candidate slices
with the same amount of hops differ largely in betweeness and vitality metrics, showing not
always the ones with lower cost usually were mapped to compute nodes with higher vitality of
betweeness. I.e., the results suggest candidate slices might vary in trade-off classes of latency
and throughput, while detaining long or short paths, and not necessarily passing through
important/central nodes.
The behavioral patterns of classes of candidate slices regarding the metrics of latency
and throughput become evident when analyzed in contrast with the vitality and betweeness
values. As shown in Figs. 16a and 16b, clear patterns exist in vertical lines, candidate slices
with same values of betweeness/vitality, while presenting lower values of cost in association
with lower values of latency (i.e., seen by the vertical color patterns, from top-blue to bottom-
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red). In association with results shown in Figs. 15c and 15d, candidate slices having the
same values of betweeness and vitality might present varied sets of hops, and consequently
latency. Similarly for the throughput metric, as shown in Figs. 16c and 16d, clustered slicing
candidates having the same values of vitality and betweeness differ largely in the throughput
values, which present the major impact in the cost metric (i.e., the highest cost values are
associated with the highest throughput values).
3.4.2 Experimenting with a Slicing Classifier
Explored the overall dataset scenario, we realize trade-offs exist between cost, through-
put and latency metrics, while different slicing candidates have a variable amount of hops, and
even placed in compute nodes with higher and/or lower importance (vitality/betweeness).
As much as such traditional visualization techniques help to perceive classes of candidate
slices and their variety of metric values, for the purposes previously enunciated (e.g., classes
of slices, infrastructure planning, etc.) a reasonable approach includes the automation of the
means to understand, represent, and classify such clusters of slicing candidates and their
respective metrics. Consequently, the applicability of machine learning classifiers for such
job, justified by the amount and variety of data, added its complexity in visualization and
representation.
Following the procedures previously stated, here we explore the benefits of a machine
learning classifier to process the input results and rationalize the dataset according to the
possible objectives of the network slicing. The following methodology details the machine
learning analysis experiment:
1. Select the Data: from the dataset explored we aimed to picture a particular set of
features and scenario for the machine learning analysis. Such case is defined by the
parameters set to Infra Model equals to 1, size equals to 100, NFs equals to 3, and Infra
(Compute Nodes Placement) Policy equals to centrality.
2. Feature Selection: consists in defining the relevant features in the dataset that will be
used in the machine learning process, i.e., to train and test the classifier algorithms.
Here we defined one main ensemble featured by the metrics Infra Profile, Cost, Hops,
Latency, Memory, CPUs, Throughput, Betweeness, Reachability, Vitality. Such features
compose a mix of graph topological and performance characteristics of the candidate
slices, together with the Infra Profile for the analysis of the impact of available resources
in the infrastructure over the classes of candidate slices.
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Table 4 – Division of Latency Range into 3 Classes
Class Label Range Size
A 0.0 [58.0, 120.0) 37914
B 1.0 [120.0, 182.0) 117564
C 2.0 [182.0, 244.0] 29250
3. Data Labelling: establishes the label feature that will be utilized as the source of classes
dividing the dataset. Here, we discretized the feature Latency into two sets, respectively
containing three and five classes of latency having its values uniformly distributed.
4. Split Train/Test: Defines the train and test sets by which the classifier algorithm will
be respectively fit and evaluated. Here, we defined a stratified split of the train/test
dataset into a 80%/20% ratio, preserving the same distribution of elements in both
ensembles.
5. Hyperparameter Tuning: Here, we evaluated the Random Forests Classifier algorithm
in face of a variety of hyperparameters to discover the ones that best fit our problem.
A grid search, using five cross-validation ensembles, was established into the variations
of number of estimators (100, 300, 500), max depth of trees (5, 8, 15), and min samples
of leafs (1, 2, 4).
6. Predict Tests: Using the best identified hyperparameters, the Random Forests Classifier
algorithm is trained and evaluated against the test set. Here, we extract the precision,
recall, F1, and accuracy metrics that evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
7. Analyze Results: Here we describe the findings of the executed algorithms into the
featured selection ensemble when having Latency discretized into three and six ensem-
bles/classes. And we also look at the features importance arranged by the classification
algorithm while constructing the decision trees.
Performed the selection of the data, the features selection and the labelling of the
data, from Tables 4 and 5 we see how the total of 184728 candidate slices were split into 3
and 6 classes of Latency, respectively, and their intervals. In both tables, we realize a large
portion of candidate slices sit in the average latency values (e.g., class B in Tab. 4 and class
D in Tab. 5), close to the median. The dataset split into multiple classes of latency could be
also defined using a clustering algorithm, a task we intend to explore in future work.
After splitting the data into train and test sets, the evaluation of the grid search
for the best hyperparameter for the algorithm Random Forests was defined as: number of
estimators equals to 500, max depth of trees equals to 15, and min samples of leafs equals to
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Table 5 – Division of Latency Range into 6 Classes
Class Label Range Size
A 0.0 [58.0, 89.0) 4198
B 1.0 [89.0, 120.0) 33716
C 2.0 [120.0, 151.0) 54125
D 3.0 [151.0, 182.0) 63439
E 4.0 [182.0, 213.0) 27735
F 5.0 [213.0, 244.0] 1515
Table 6 – Classification Metrics for 3 Classes
Class Label Precision Recall F1-score Support
0.0 0.91 0.81 0.86 7511
1.0 0.91 0.93 0.92 23588
2.0 0.83 0.87 0.85 5847
Table 7 – Classification Metrics for 6 Classes
Class Label Precision Recall F1-score Support
0.0 0.93 0.54 0.69 859
1.0 0.84 0.78 0.81 6652
2.0 0.82 0.78 0.80 10830
3.0 0.82 0.88 0.85 12758
4.0 0.80 0.85 0.83 5551
5.0 0.71 0.55 0.62 296
4. Finally, executed the Random Forests algorithm training and test, we obtained the results
of accuracy equals to 0.896 for 3 classes of Latency, and the result of 0.820 for 6 classes
of Latency. It is important to mention, the execution time of the algorithm training and
classification phases for both cases of classes took approximatelly 10 seconds.
From Tables 6 and 7, we can see the respective classification metrics of precision, recall,
f1-score and support for the tested algorithm with 3 and 6 classes of latency, respectively. In
both cases, the larger sets of candidate slices had higher values of precision and recall. Such
issue, regarding imbalanced data, is later discussed on the Analysis section. Additionally, we
perceive a similar behavior of the distribution of predicted classes in Fig. 17, where marginal
errors, in both cases of classes division of latency, majorly occur among neighbor classes.
Finally, analyzing the whole execution of the machine learning process, in Tab. 8
we visualize the importance of features for each one of the execution of the classification
algorithm in the cases of 3 and 6 classes of latency. In a Random Forests algorithm, for
each decision tree the importance of a feature is calculated based on how much such feature
contributes to decrease a measure of impurity in a decision tree. Such measures of impurity
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Figure 17 – Confusion Matrix for Classification Experiments. (a) 3 Classes of Latency. (b)
6 Classes of Latency.
Table 8 – Classified Importance of Metrics by Number of Classes
Importance Number of Classes
3 6
1 Infra_Profile 0.3086 Infra_Profile 0.2729
2 Hops 0.2721 Hops 0.2650
3 Betweeness 0.1226 Betweeness 0.1313
4 Reachability 0.1201 Reachability 0.1231
5 Vitality 0.0855 Vitality 0.0924
6 Cost 0.0533 Cost 0.0648
7 Throughput 0.0184 Throughput 0.0261
8 Memory 0.0096 Memory 0.0121
9 CPUs 0.0096 CPUs 0.0119
decrease can be averaged and the features be ranked according to this measure. From Tab. 8,
the data results suggest the Infra Profile and Hops features contribute for the majority of
the importance in the structure of trees in the Random Forests algorithm, followed by graph
topological features (i.e., Betweeness, Reachability, Vitality) and remaining characteristics
of the candidate slice performance (e.g., Cost, CPUS, Throughput). These results suggest
topological attributes of a network slice mapping pose an important feature to realize their
classification, likewise the amount of resources available in each Infra Profile, which mainly
determines the slice performance metrics.
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3.4.3 MCA as a Decision Support System in Network Slicing
Finally, we evaluate and explain how a set of coherent preferences can be used to
score candidate slices in order to perceive their criteria and sensitivity to weights of features.
Utilizing the algorithm TOPSIS, a set of weights was defined equally for the metrics/criteria
Cost, Hops, Latency, Memory, CPUs, Throughput, Betweeness, Reachability, Vitality. Be-
sides, as an input parameter for TOPSIS, the criteria were defined as a benefit (Throughput,
Betweeness, Reachability, Vitality) and others as a cost (i.e., Cost, Hops, Latency, Memory,
CPUs). For instance, from the execution of the TOPSIS algorithm, a better scored slice
candidate would be that one closer to the best values of Throughput while having lower
values of Cost and Latency, for instance.
Fig. 18 shows a compilation of examples of trade-off choices when utilizing TOPSIS
weights regarding the scenario of features established on the dataset regarding: Infra Model
equals to 4, Infra Profile equals to 3, Infra (Compute Nodes Placement) Policy equals to
centrality, Size equals to 100, and NFs equals to 3. In order to explore the sensitivity of
weights in Throughput (benefit) and Latency (cost), three different models of weights were
applied upon such filtered data: defined equally higher priority for Latency and Throughput;
higher priority defined for Throughput; and higher priority defined for Latency. A higher
priority means a value of 0.6 in the weight established for a criterion, and all the remaining
0.4 value of weights divided equally between the other criteria.
Evaluating the results in Fig. 18, we observe the exact trade-offs regarding the choice
of the best scores candidate slice when evaluating the Throughput and Latency criteria. In
Fig. 18a, scored candidate slices present a color pattern, increasing in the score scale, from
left-to-right and top-to-bottom as values of Throughput increase and Latency decrease. While
such view has an accent distribution of color, while analyzed from the point of view of Hops,
as in Fig. 18b, large red circles exist in almost each one of the vertical lines, presenting high
scored candidate slices with low latency and high throughput in different path lengths.
While detaining higher priority, the Throughput criterion, as increased in values as
a benefit, clearly detain patterns of increased score values, as shown by Figs. 18c and 18d,
independent of the latency and or the vitality clusters of candidate slices. In opposed aspect,
such behavior occurs similarly when higher priority set to the Latency criterion, while in-
creased in values as a cost presents clear characteristics of lower scored candidate slices. Such
evidence is shown in Figs. 18e and 18f, when candidate slices detain lowers scores at high
Latency values, independently of the Throughput or Vitality criteria.
Regarding the computed scores performed by the algorithm TOPSIS, all the ex-
perimental variations of criteria preferences/weights, as shown in Fig. 18, demonstrate that
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 18 – Sensitivity analysis of criteria. (a)-(b) Equal Priority for Latency and Through-
put. (c)-(d) Higher Priority for Throughput. (e)-(f) Higher Priority for Latency.
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multiple candidate slices coexist detaining very close scores while having a variety of values in
other criteria. Such analysis sustain the clause that depending on the infrastructure provider
or customer intents for each criteria, classes of candidate slices exist in varied settings to be
chosen as the means of decision support systems towards the offer, negotiation and realization
of a network slicing business case.
3.5 Analysis
Unlike a top-down optimization problem (e.g., embedding VNFs), by the machine
learning classification and the multi-criteria analysis algorithms we aimed to uncover a novel
perspective of network slicing. By such means, we quote “thus the concept of ‘decision process’
has an essential importance. The final outcome is more like a ‘creation’ than a discovery. With
a multiple criteria decision aid the principal aim is not to discover a solution, but to construct
or create something which is viewed as useful to an actor taking part in a decision process”
(Bernard Roy).
3.5.1 Slicing Experimental Results
The methodology created to perform the analysis of possible candidate slice mappings
into a particular infrastructure help to digest the performance impact of each feature coher-
ently. It means, a data mining process as the methodology performed can create fine-grained
analysis of candidate network slices and visualize each one of their peculiarities. By the re-
lationship established between a machine learning classifier and network slicing, we looked
into how different mappings of candidate slices can be classified and have a particular feature
predicted. In the case explored, latency was categorized into disjoint ensembles as classes
of slicing candidates for a particular chain of VNFs, and their performance profile metrics.
We can suggest from the experimental analysis that a machine learning classifier, such as
the Random Forests algorithm, enables an automated way to elaborate classes of candidate
slices, and estimate possible parameters that fit into their training set for possible evalua-
tions of performance metrics. In particular, the analysis of the precision, accuracy, and recall
metrics, together with the confusion matrix graphics, showed marginal prediction errors of
the classified classes in face of prediction tests containing low rates of false positives and false
negatives. It means the machine learning classifier is highly useful and complete in its can-
didate slicing classes. Besides, the prediction analysis of the confusion matrix illustrate that
the error in the estimation of latency classes were marginal considering the neighbor classes.
Approaching the features importance, we suggest the amount of available resources in the
infrastructure detain higher importance as initially shown by the dataset analysis of different
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scenarios. Similarly, the topological attributes together with the number of hops a candidate
slice might have possess a higher importance in classifying candidate slices, as previously
shown the clusters of paths aggregated in different ranges of such features. And specifically
in the case of the MCA process, we looked for what would be a coherent candidate slice
recommendation for a set of criteria and coherent preferences. In a sensitivity analysis, the
results suggest a variety of clustered candidate slices coexist presenting similar measures of
score. The TOPSIS algorithm presents a clear rank of the candidate slices, included their
invariability when given higher priority over the other criteria.
Regarding the utility of both the machine learning classifier and MCA processes, we
suggest the methodology established can be largely utilized for creating databases to assist
decision support systems, such as: estimating trade-offs for the negotiation phase of business
in a NSaaS basis; elaborating infrastructure resource abstraction views based on aggregation
of classes of candidate slices and their features; scaling network slices and their correspon-
dent predicted features of performance; embedding chains of network slices with optimized
parameters based on predicted VNF performance profiles; and planning infrastructure en-
hancements for particular network slicing features and their performance criteria.
3.5.2 Challenges for Improving the Methodology
In what follows, we discuss some important aspects of the proposed slicing analytics
methodology.
The Complexity of Slicing Options. The algorithm defined to extract possible
slice blueprint mappings detains simplicity, while being greedy and possible costly. The com-
plexity of the algorithm depends on the number of VNFs and their requirements in the
slice blueprint, likewise in the size, number of compute nodes, and available resources of the
infrastructure graph model. Mostly important, we highlight there might exist a myriad of
algorithms (e.g., as stated in (??)) that define candidate slice instances, obeying varied sets
of policies, constraints and even objective functions. The design of such algorithms might
depend on the target use case. As such, we suggest the involved actors in the proposed
methodology evaluate carefully the variability or specificity of the candidate slice instances
generated, and refine the mapping algorithm to comprehend a set of options useful in variety
and criteria diversity for the machine learning and MCA processes.
Quality of the Slicing Information. To establish the relationship among a busi-
ness case and a network infrastructure, we explore a wide view of a graph abstraction defined
over the scrutiny of resources and capabilities that a well-formatted service model might be
mapped to. By this method, we assumed a fully programmable network environment and
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profiled VNFs, both constituting well behaved components with precise performance met-
rics. However, in actual infrastructures and VNF profiles, the performance metrics might
have boundary values, stipulating comfort zones of performance under a region in a graphic,
instead of a line. Such aspects concern the fuzzyness associated with slicing that must be ad-
dressed by the machine learning classifier and the MCA algorithms. Fortunately, there exist
variants of VNF algorithms that take into account imprecision regarding options’ criteria. As
ongoing research topics currently explore the relationship of well-behaved infrastructures and
proper mappings of VNF performance profiles (ROSA; ROTHENBERG, 2017), we intend
to investigate those fuzzyness aspects of slicing in future work.
Criteria Design. Clearly, the extent of the candidate slices presented in the exper-
imental analysis depend on the set of criteria previously established in the design phase,
concerning the design of a reference slice blueprint mapping for a particular business case.
Those criteria were listed concerning topological and technological attributes that a service
mapping might realize over a network infrastructure. Such structure might change depending
on different concerns of each actor in the slicing process, i.e., additional contextual dimen-
sions are highly dependent on actors’ preferences. As long as the elaborated set of criteria
respect the well explained considerations, we suggest the reasoning explored in this chapter
would be maintained when applying the machine learning and MCA processes to network
slicing. In addition, we strongly advocate for a careful examination of the correlation among
criteria, as possibly topological attributes might be directly associated with significant effects
in technological aspects of the network, and consequently affect the classification and ranking
of the candidate slices. For those reasons, we suggest a slice designer must be aware of the
structural independence, preferential independence, and utility independence of the chosen
slicing criteria.
A View of Promises. Exploring the motivational aspects of this paper, a NSaaS
model determines coherent ways of opportune mappings of services addressing specific busi-
ness cases. By another interpretation based on promise theory (BORRIL et al., 2014), we
suggest a single candidate slice option makes a promise to deliver the analyzed criteria under
certain performance conditions when conditioned to a specific set of infrastructure capabili-
ties. And inside the slice option, eachVNF profile promises to designate a target performance
in case their associated requirements be satisfied by their execution environment allocated
resources. On the other hand, an infrastructure provider, when offering to attend a specific
business case, promises to deliver certain SLA attributes relying on the chain of custody of
the VNF and slice option promises. Our methodology developed for network slicing, from
this angle, establishes an opportunity to understand the different promises a service mapping
might enable towards the criteria approached for such means and their respective weights.
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Therefore, the outcome of classified, scored and ranked set of candidate slices represent a
coherent set of intents a infrastructure provider can assess when addressing a specific slicing
business case.
Timing. The explored use case aims of our proposed methodology for network slicing
analytics scoped some dimensioning angles without temporal references. Given the chances
of a priori, runtime and a posteriori applications of the methodology explained in this paper,
some considerations can be addressed. For instance, service/infrastructure planning together
with classes of slices compose methods to analyze service models before their deployment, and
possibly consider different what-if policy enforcement methods to design the utility and cost of
candidate slices. Under a run-time order, recovery/scalability analysis can determine reliable
alternatives for deployed slices, ensuring reactive pre-computed sketches of programmable
candidate slices and their respective impact in performance over the allocation/reservation
of the infrastructure resources. Concluded the execution of a slice designed for a specific
use case, a coherent set of preferences that determined the slice mapping can be utilized
to compose an abstraction view of the utilized infrastructure resources and consequently
expose it in a NSaaS offered model. Moreover, in a continuous analysis of the feedback-loop
involving design, runtime and a posteriori multi-criteria analysis of slices, a recommendation
system can be composed to assert well-classified candidate slices.
Machine Learning Classification Issues. The imbalance of the dataset viewed
by the range of candidate slices in different classes of the labelled data poses problems for
the machine learning classification algorithm. For instance, such behavior is seen in the
presence of bias for the majority class, outcome of the design of the classification algorithm
that errors obtained from different classes have the same cost, while the algorithm aim to
minimize the overall error to which the minority class contributes very little. The executed
experiments help to expose such issue, specially when visualizing the high values of precision
and recall metrics of the dominant classes. However, we suggest such bias is an outcome of
the distribution of each feature values, which need to be further scrutinized, reflect the slicing
nature of a particular infrastructure scenario and reference slice blueprint (i.e., sequence of
VNFs and their performance profiles), and picture the composition of candidate slices needed
for the classification analysis. Further assessments of false positive and negative prediction
cases, regarding the applicability of the machine learning methodology into the target use
cases, must be carefully analyzed concerning the impacts they might cause on the life cycle
management/operation of customers’ business cases.
MCA Issues. A critical issue about the utilization of MCA algorithms concerns
their choice in a first moment. Different algorithms share a set of advantages and drawbacks,
and a clear methodology to define their choice conceive an important aspect of their per-
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formance (VELASQUEZ; HESTER, 2013). As simple as MCA algorithms might appear to
execute and define scores, some issues must be taken into consideration. For instance, TOP-
SIS present difficulties to weight criteria and keep consistency of judgment, as it does not
consider correlation of criteria. Mainly,MCA algorithms must be analyzed considering their
domain of applicability, input of preferences, precision of options values, sensitivity to incon-
sistent data, consistency of judgment, simplicity, efficiency, and approach to uncertainties.
Mostly important, some approaches realize a construction of hybrid algorithms, which might
also succeed and detain inherent advantages and drawbacks. As a novel proposal defined by
this paper to address slicing options by MCA, a critical way forward consists in defining
clear pros and cons for possible algorithms similarly applied to the motivating aspects of this
paper. Thus, the problem of network slicing will be well-explored in similar footsteps to its
MCA approaches. We define such investigation as part of our future work.
3.5.3 Shortcomings
In a singular way, the aspects raised in this chapter defer an analysis about network
slicing not yet explored in the academic literature, as emphasized in the next section. However,
several dilemmas, not included in its completeness, remain open, under which we announce
its principal shortcomings below:
∙ The validation of the methodology to exploit a machine learning classifier algorithm
for the purposes of analysis of candidate slicing options still needs to be evaluated in a
topology with realistic characteristics (e.g., structural and topological attributes), just
as a business case needs to be modeled in a performance-based reference slice blueprint
based on true VNF performance profiles.
∙ Even if the application benefits of the proposed methodology have been shown, they
have not yet been included in problems that can be solved by the results and analyzes
of this chapter. Several problems in the academic literature can be explored based on
the methodology presented in this chapter, such as the parameterization of slices in
virtual network allocation algorithms or resource negotiation mechanisms.
∙ Given the breadth and diversity of candidate slices characteristics, a feasible approach
to the classification problem, aiming at the understanding of slice class structures, can
be performed by other machine learning algorithms, among the most renowned ones,
a study on neural networks and deep learning may be a viable option that perceives
inner/deep characteristics of the slicing candidates.
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∙ In particular, previously discussed from the viewpoint of criteria modeling, the analysis
of the importance of criteria as well as the correlation/covariance aspects between them
should be performed for the observation of possible benefits of dimensionality reduction
mechanisms improving classification algorithms metrics. This approach was performed
briefly, however not shown in this chapter, previously in the selection of the utilized
criteria, however a very rigorous and explanatory analysis is sought for these purposes.
∙ Finally, the proposed methodology does not consider possible non-linearities due to side
effects caused by VNFs in the same service chain. This interference in performance,
not only for possible allocations in the same execution environment, but also for inter-
fering traffic processing distributions, must be analyzed in the process of mapping the
reference slice blueprint in candidate slices.
3.6 Related Work
In a seminal survey on network slicing (AFOLABI et al., 2018), a broad set of network
slice requirements definitions and requirements are explained in the 5G scope, primarily as
SDN and NFV technologies consist in primordial enablers of the development of slices. In
this paper, the “Network Slice Orchestration Architecture” complies with the definition of
the “End-to-end service management and orchestrator” component, responsible for among
other assignments by mapping the network service and its respective SLA templates to a
graph for the respective allocation by a resource orchestrator. This task is directly associated
with the slice analysis methodology elaborated in this chapter, which can be used in the
described paper process. Following the same ideology, the proposal entitled “The Cloud-
Native Approach to 5G Network Slicing” (SHARMA et al., 2017b) elaborates the life cycle
of a cloud-native network slice as a methodology containing abstractions of network functions,
the mapping of service requirements in a network slice, which leads to, after deployment, in
the automatic reconfiguration of the network slice driven by analytics and machine learning
mechanisms. In this methodology, performance changes measured and indicators of Quality
of Experience (QoE) compose factors used as inputs to the slice reconfiguration process.
Similar to the content presented in this chapter, the process of composing a slice as well as
the idea of using machine learning for its analysis is similar to the presented use cases herein
addressing scaling/flexibility and infrastructure planning.
In the aspects of this chapter, there is an extensive literature of indirectly related
work involving machine learning, as organized in the surveys (FADLULLAH et al., 2017)
(focused on Deep Learning) and (BOUTABA et al., 2018) (addressing general aspects of
machine learning). In the latter, the proposals that more closely approximate the related
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work of this chapter fall into resource management. As examples, while in (SHI et al., 2015)
Bayesian methods seek to predict the reliability of a network service based on the resource
utilization of its VNFs components in a service chain, the paper (MIJUMBI et al., 2014) uses
machine learning to learn policies that perform the opportunistic allocation of resources to
nodes and virtual network links improving the acceptance of virtual network requests without
harming QoS metrics. However, any of these two proposals addresses network slicing or the
decomposition of VNFs according to their performance profiles and resources available in the
infrastructure. Finally, of all these related work in the scope of machine learning, only in a
recent paper on “Data-driven Resource Flexing for Network Functions Virtualization” (CAO
et al., 2018), a methodology is elaborated considering different performance profiles of VNFs
as an important way of scaling a network service. This article is the most important related
work of this chapter, because in its fullness corresponds the realization of the use case herein
related to scaling/flexibility. This article uses a neural network trained according to workloads
and respective performance profiles (e.g., CPU, memory, disk, and other measurements) of
the Squid and Suricata network functions. This neural network is used online to predict when
these network functions should be scaled or not (i.e., binary classification) according to the
incoming traffic conditions in these functions and their external and internal performance
measurements. At the end of this article are shown the effects of false and true positives from
the classifier, accuracy and recall metrics, as well as the avoidance of overload of network
functions, achieving good resource utilization when compared to rule-based scaling methods.
Regarding the last part of this chapter, a multiple criteria decision making (MCDM)
process is a system that helps with making decisions under multiple, but conflicting crite-
ria. In the literature, e.g., (ZIMMERMANN, 2001), MCDM is divided into Multi-Objective
Decision Making (MODM) and Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM). For instance,
MODM approaches problems such as mathematical programming with multiple objective
functions (e.g., resources allocation in NFV (HERRERA; BOTERO, 2016)). On the other
hand, MADM studies cases where the set of decision alternatives has been predetermined.
Thus, the work presented in this paper conceives a MADM approach. Multi-criteria analysis
has been applied in different networking contexts. A set of well-studied problems, specially
addressing 4G networks, look at vertical handover (STEVENS-NAVARRO; WONG, 2006;
MARTíNEZ-MORALES et al., 2010). In those problems, well-defined set of optional hetero-
geneous wireless networks present different operational criteria, offering to users and even
vehicles the opportunity to migrate upon a decision process supported by MCA. A clear
analogy among such problems and the one explored in this paper correspond to a path se-
lection analysis, however differentiating their design choices and actor’s options. While the
vertical handover chooses an established access network, the network slicing MCA builds
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alternative options for service mappings. In another scope, MCA techniques have been ex-
plored to handle the offloading paradigm in Mobile Cloud Computing (BANGUI et al., 2017).
These approaches tend to augment resources of mobile devices (e.g., energy, computing, stor-
age) using mobile cloud services. Similarly to discussed in this paper, offloading mobile cloud
computing might present challenging aspects concerning the diversity and performance of
criteria and the exploration of uncertainties in the MCA process.
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4 Transparent Fine-grained SLAs
“Nothing is more obstinate
than a fashionable consensus.”
(Margaret Thatcher)
4.1 Context and Scope
From radio access to core, software-centric innovation cycles promise to reshape the
networking landscape through enabling technologies and approaches for business case ori-
ented end-to-end network services (i.e., network slicing (3GPP, 2018b)) brought by the SDN
and NFV paradigms. According to a network service provider view on network slicing (CON-
TRERAS; LOPEZ, 2018), multi-administrative domain is one of the main open challenges
arising from vertical customers. Among the main reasons, there are demands for unfettered
coverage, service capability, resource constraints, etc., requiring to circumvent any potential
limitation of the primary network provider with which they maintain a commercial relation-
ship. To this end, the need exists for enabling multi-administrative domain slicing methods
based on functional and commercial interfaces, which shall be normalized for general adop-
tion.
On another recent trend, a myriad of blockchain-based technologies (e.g., Bitcoin
(NAKAMOTO, 2008) and Ethereum (WOOD, 2012)) are emerging as disruption opportu-
nities in the financial sector. Challenging the status quo, blockchain approaches allow non-
trusting counterparts reach consensus on distributed operations. Benefiting from low costs,
agility and transparency in the absence of a central authority, a myriad of use cases arise
from vertical business (e.g., government, real estate, health-care) embracing blockchain-based
DApps. For instance, the government of Estonia utilizes blockchain to secure citizen’s data1.
Not far from actual deployments, exploring blockchain to secure the control and management
aspects of inter-domain connectivity sets already its pace in commercial proposals, such as 2.
In general such solutions utilize smart contracts, scripts running inside the blockchain, as
the means to perform programmable agreements among the counterparts, included fail-safe
mechanisms.
1 https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/12/18/estonia-the-digital-republic - Accessed on 2018-11-01
2 https://amartus.com/open-standard-api-inter-carrier-service-automation-and-blockchain-settlement/ -
Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Table 9 – Discourse factors on why MdO calls for blockchain approaches instead of centralized
databases or marketplaces
Factor Discourse
1. The Database Internet and telecom services are global-scope ecosystems sustained without central points of failureor provider detaining higher permissions, hence the fit for transparent shared ledgers
2. Multiple Writers Distributed MdO orchestrator instances, with dynamic scaling and diverse stakeholders (e.g., Providers ofVNFs, Infrastructure Resources, Platforms, Services, Slice Tenants)
3. Absence of Trust Stakeholders (VNF vendors, Infrastructure/Service Providers, etc.) belong to different organizationsglobally distributed pursuing different social, technological, political and financial interests
4. Disintermediation A blockchain-enabled business plane for network assets proliferates innovation and settlesopportunities for newcomers allowing open, autonomous and low-hierarchical models of governance
5. Transaction Interaction Providers must collaborate to deploy end-to-end services, upholding their SLAs through shared smartcontracts addressing dependable network assets (e.g., ultra-reliable low latency) enabling revenue sharing
6. Set the Rules Each network asset detaining a certificate of provenance states the operations it might besubject to, posing boundary rules for its operational behavior inside a smart contract life cycle
7. Pick your Validators MdO providers hosting miners compose a win-win consortium demanding certification andauditing check-ups to federation-like members of a reliably designed blockchain network
8. Back your Assets Diverse stakeholders (e.g., VNF developers and vendors, Infrastructure and Service Providers) posethemselves in a flat Internet marketplace being able to independently stand behind their own network assets
Bringing off old ideas (ROSA et al., 2015c), in this chapter we argue for the adoption of
blockchain DApps in networking scenarios involving multi-administrative domains. Through
concise access permissions, a blockchain smart contract turns a distributedMdO partnership
agreement into a software artifact, securely programmable to compose a transparent and au-
tomated chain of custody for network assets (e.g., network functions, bandwidth reservation,
backup links) across administrative domains. Indulging blockchain DApps3, administrative
domains can partner via smart contracts designed to offer, negotiate and track network as-
sets, their metrics and life cycle management operations, and be projected to trigger events in
the occurrence of specific transactions. Analyzing the logged events, providers can perform
proper actions over their smart contracted network assets, such as trading, on-boarding,
healing, billing, and so on. Such reasoning stands on the fact that every point-to-point con-
nection along an end-to-end network slice comprehends intermediary packet flow attributes
(e.g., throughput, latency, frame loss ratio) inside a traffic supply chain. Therefore, via a
blockchain DApp administrative domains can compose a chain of custody for the traffic
flowing through an end-to-end network slice. Table 9 summarizes the key rationale of MdO
calling for a blockchain approach instead of traditional centralized database approaches4.
Proposing methods to incorporate blockchain DApps into MdO and analyzing experimental
results from a prototype, we suggest answers for the research question investigated in this
chapter: “How to transparently track/manage networking assets and their SLAs in end-to-
end slices over multiple administrative domains?”.
3 The closest business-ready related work in the cloud computing realm would be iExec Blockchain-Based
Decentralized Cloud Computing at https://iex.ec/whitepaper/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
4 Following blockchain project guidelines by Gideon Greenspan at
https://www.multichain.com/blog/2015/11/avoiding-pointless-blockchain-project/ - Accessed on 2018-
11-01
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4.2 Background Concepts
Among the myriad of terms realized by the NFV terminology (ETSI GS NFV, 2018),
the most important concepts utilized along this chapters follow described below:
∙ Administrative Domain – collection of systems and networks operated by a single or-
ganization or administrative authority.
∙ Lifecycle Service Orchestration – set of functions in a NFV Orchestrator responsible
for network service lifecycle management (i.e., manage the instantiation, maintenance
and termination of a VNF or network service).
∙ SLA: Service Level Agreement – negotiated agreement between two or more parties,
recording a common understanding about the service and/or service behaviour (e.g.
availability, performance, service continuity, responsiveness to anomalies, security, ser-
viceability, operation) offered by one party to another, and the measurable target values
characterizing the level of services.
∙ Service Continuity – continuous delivery of service in conformance with service’s func-
tional and behavioural specification and SLA requirements, both in the control and data
planes, for any initiated transaction or session till its full completion even in the events
of intervening exceptions or anomalies, whether scheduled or unscheduled, malicious,
intentional or unintentional.
4.3 Partnership Agreements for Networking among Administrative
Domains
Following theNGMN Alliance terminology (NGMN Alliance, 2017), “provider” refers
to any entity that provides a service (e.g., Infrastructure, Platform, or Network as-a-Service),
including an “operator” of some administrative domain. A provider may obtain benefits from
offering service spare capabilities or resources to/from 3rd parties to enrich the services pro-
vided to its end customer. Henceforth, we refer to an administrative domain (HARES; KATZ,
1989) as the scope of jurisdiction of a provider. A MdO stands for the entity responsible for
providing network service life cycle operation/management across administrative (and tech-
nology) domains. A network asset consists of any resource (e.g., network function, virtualized
environment, connectivity) available for a network service.
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4.3.1 Beyond Traditional IP Peering
Further than BGP, possible bi/multi-lateral partnership agreements among providers
implementing SDN and/or NFV technologies can result in complex end-to-end service de-
ployments covering various network assets. Next, we formalize generalized MdO network
service operational phases in a multi-administrative domain setting as follows (see Fig. 19):
1. Discovery: consists in perceiving provider boundaries and the interconnections that
might exist with direct or remote administrative domains to provide/obtain service
capabilities via so-called entry-points.
2. Exposure: exchanges of selected information regarding network assets (e.g., capability,
reachability, metering) among providers.
3. Intent: defines the proposal of intended network service requirements among providers
aiming to realize a SLA.
4. Negotiate: encompasses provider’s policy enforcement to attain operational business
needs (e.g., cost, scalability, geographical restriction).
5. Fulfill: conceives the instantiation of a network service business agreement over providers,
enforcing its life cycle operation/management workflows (e.g., deployment, monitoring,
billing) by traded policies.
The proposed structured MdO phases are mainly meant to elucidate throughout the
chapter potential specific mechanisms that might be associated with a particular blockchain
DApp functionality. In aMdO process, such operational phases are not mandatory to occur
strictly in the presented order or are not exempt from taking place simultaneously and iter-
ating in different orders. For instance, the discovery and exposure phases might be merged
to form a single stage. An example mapping to traditional BGP peering could be as follows:
(1) an administrative domain discovers reachable Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs);
(2) a TCP connection on port 179 is established among border-routers and default routes are
exchanged; (3) operator refines routing information it intends to advertise/receive through
policy maps and BGP configuration knobs; (4) routing exchanges proceed, following each
provider BGP policies to establish effective peering/transit/customer relationships; (5) for-
warding entries in border and intra-domain routers are installed after BGP route selection
while maintenance operations keep them in production.
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4.3.2 Operational Requirements of Multi-Domain Networking
Carrier-gradeMdO urges for advances in transport and value-based network services
to address distributed inter-connections among cloud environments, on-demand fulfillment of
business verticals to handle the expected quality of and growing-ever traffic needs from the
edge, rendering perceivable aggregated value beyond just “dumb pipes” through improved
operational practices:
∙ Analytics: Measurements of network service operational metrics across domains must
prevail to providers transparently verify costs associated with the utilization of network
assets for policy and SLA enforcement. Besides, cohesive analysis of network asset
behavioral patterns should conceive inference methods to enable predictive and reactive
actuation workflows for network services run-time optimization.
∙ Automation: Agile networking demands automation, for instance, applied to service
life cycle management/orchestration in multi-administrative networking, including self-
scaling/healing of the virtual and physical infrastructure. To attain vertical business
requirements (e.g., low time-to-market), automation must transform the current manual
and monolithic network operational environments into a dynamic on-demand network
services fulfillment mode of operation.
∙ Distributed Orchestration: Jointly with compute and storage resources in heterogeneous
networking environments (e.g., radio, optical, core), a MdO must concisely abstract
network assets, capabilities and requirements, assure the fulfillment of network ser-
vices, and transparently sustain (e.g., via scaling, migrating, healing) agreed on SLAs,
leveraging network analytics.
4.3.3 A Glimpse of Blockchain
In this section, we introduce the main concepts of blockchain required to understand
this paper. Relevant blockchain literature include (CHRISTIDIS; DEVETSIKIOTIS, 2016;
NAKAMOTO, 2008; WOOD, 2012), and (GREVE et al., 2018) (in Portuguese).
Blockchain allows consensus in the storage of data structures fulfilled by non-trusting
distributed entities. Entangled blocks placed in chain contain sets of signed data structures
(e.g., transactions or contracts), including transparent manners to verify their internal infor-
mation. Public or private, blockchain can implement different consensus algorithms executed
by miners, which validate and incorporate transactions or contracts into blocks.
A transaction/contract can be created by any uniquely identifiable node, provided it
is part of a blockchain network. Such operation propagates in blockchain nodes, which verify
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Figure 19 – Operational Phases of Multi-Administrative Service Orchestration associated
with Blockchain-based DApps
the content and eventually settle it as confirmed when added in a mined/chained block.
Depending on the blockchain network parameters and the mining consensus algorithm, a
transaction may take different amounts of time until confirmed.
A smart contract consists of a script that might provide access permissions to store
data and execute a programmable logic (i.e., code) inside the blockchain. Nodes can join a con-
tract and interact with it via transactions, which might trigger programmable events contain-
ing various attributes. Decentralized Applications (DApps) are developed using blockchain
distributed consensus operations to perform transactions and smart contracts.
4.4 Incorporating Blockchain DApps into MdO
Centered on smart contracts, we explore the meaning of DApp functionalities associ-
ated with the operational phases of multi-administrative network service orchestration. Such
baseline composes our greenfield perception of the potential benefits conceived by blockchain
DApps in forthcoming achievements when applied in the analysis of state-of-the-art use case
scenarios envisioned by SDOs – enabling and enhancing network analytics, automation, and
distributed orchestration.
Figure 19 presents an architectural integration with a high-level view of multi-domain
network service orchestrators and their respective interactions with blockchainDApps. Public
and private blockchains can coexist, containing sets of evolvingDApps interacting at different
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operational phases. In each one of the previously enumerated MdO operational phases, we
highlight strategies for incorporating DApps:
1. Discovery: Via DApps, providers can compose smart contracts to store and update
information concerning maps of open-consult gateways to entry points indicating offers
of evolving abstracted network assets and their capabilities.
2. Exposure: Composing a decentralized marketplace, providers can configure policies to
express the scrutiny of abstracted views of their network assets and capabilities to be
stored in smart contracts and presented by their methods, via previously discovered
entry points.
3. Intent: Comprehending a provider intent-based policy containing an SLA and capa-
bility requirements for a network service, a DApp can implement a smart contract to
enforce automated strategies according to exposed abstraction views to propose the
acquisition of assets from other providers.
4. Negotiate:DApps can define interfaces to trade network assets through smart contracts
(e.g., token-valued transfers, temporal auctions, multi-signature contracts) under a par-
ticular revenue-logic that might respect programmable thresholds as contract conditions
(e.g., bids, time of the day, offer vs. demand).
5. Fulfill: Via smart contracts, DApps can keep track of network assets deployment in re-
mote administrative domains through logged events of transactions representing their
life cycle management workflows. Besides, a coordinated feedback-loop can be estab-
lished among providers when such events trigger hired reactions programmed inside an
agreed smart contract.
4.4.1 Multi-Administrative Domain DApp: A Primer
For each administrative domain, a DApp shall define at least: (i) consistency of the
information provenance stored in the blockchain associated with actual abstracted network
assets; (ii) progress when evolving their internal states and logically expressing their oper-
ational and management attributes; and (iii) safety for completing tasks strictly in confor-
mance with providers goals and intended outcomes, avoiding hazards and faults. Below, we
present a step-by-step DApps design guide for multi-domain network service orchestration:
1. Set General Goals: Defines the DApp objectives to explore one or more MdO opera-
tional phases, the outline of its APIs, managed smart contracts (inputs/outputs), and
access permissions for the blockchain network.
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Table 10 – DApp Design patterns associated with MdO operational phase and use case fea-
tures.
Group Design Pattern MdO Phase Use Case Feature
Data
Identity Gateway Discovery Keep registry of administrative domains
Name Registry Discovery Organize entry points for different service capabilities
Data Feed Exposure Maintain records of network infrastructure assets
Transaction and Value Asset Token Intent Store set of strategies according to incentives for service capabilitiesExchange Negotiation Define business trades of networking assets and monetary values
Action and Control Event Log Fulfill Keep track of infrastructure resources consumptionIncentivized Trigger Fulfill React to failures or workloads to execute lifecycle workflows
2. Identify the Assets: Establishes the representation of network assets when stored in the
blockchain, delineating properties and attributes to explicitly represent their status in
different operational states.
3. Understand Changes in State of Accounts/Contracts: Sets theDApp interface to opera-
tions and conditions of smart contract methods, containing entries and logical functions
to modify the status of network assets and reflect actions taken on (or by) them.
4. Define DApp and Contract Life cycle: Settles the DApp and smart contracts opera-
tional logic, and establishes a timeline of events/conditions they might trigger/interface
from instantiation until decommission, included details of possible behavior and actions
altering the contract and DApp programmable logic.
4.4.2 Smart Contract Design Patterns for MdO Use Cases
Design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem within
a context in software design that does not translate into direct source code and cannot be
used as a finished design straightforwardly. Following some smart contract design patterns5,
Table 10 outlines a set of use cases for multi administrative networking indexed by the
operational phases shown in Fig. 19. While one design pattern class might belong to more
than one group, for the sake of clarity, they are organized separately in association with the
exemplified use case.
MdO operational phases can be associated with one or more smart contract design
patterns. For instance, when managing a network service (Incentivized Trigger pattern), Ful-
fill operational phase might maintain records of data regarding which network function iden-
tities (Data Feed pattern) were deployed in a particular virtualized infrastructure. In addi-
tion, DApps designed for different operational phases may use and exchange the information
available in each phase; for instance, when negotiating an asset (Exchange), an administrative
domain would like to authenticate another domain identity (Discovery). A smart contract
5 presented in https://www.youtube.com/watch?vX¯kJ8mg-R7C0 - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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designed for different operational phases can be enabled in different blockchains, public or
private, and be maintained for different purposes. Similar to Fig. 19, Table 10 categorizes
just some of the possible smart contract relationships in the context of multi-domain network
service orchestration.
4.5 An Exchange Platform
In this section we propose a functional architecture model that enables the MdO
operational phases in accordance with the discussed incorporation of blockchain DApps.
The existence of a Life cycle Service Orchestrator (LSO) component in an administrative
domain consists in the only requirement established for such platform. The utility of the
exchange platform in this chapter is mainly characterized as the means to explain the MdO
operational phases. Each functional component of this platform can have its characteristics
(e.g., interfaces, tasks, requirements) mapped to actual software artifacts when elaborating
MdO embodiments.
4.5.1 Functional Architecture
Particularly, the Exchange platform defines a set of functional components in the form
of micro-services interconnected through event-oriented APIs (see Fig. 20). Each one of these
functional components have their attributes described below.
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4.5.1.1 Peering
∙ Tasks: manages the control and management of the connection interfaces with other
providers, allowing different protocols and/or APIs for such task; discovers neighbor
providers; performs the exchange of information models regarding different purposes
(e.g., fulfill, negotiation, exposure); defines the filtering of information among neighbor
providers.
∙ Requirements: the existence of other provider enabled with the same, possibly standard-
ized, protocols and/or APIs for interactions; an information model for the representa-
tion of messages exchanged; a semantic definition for the exchange of different classes
of information (i.e., messages to be parsed and serialized by particular mechanisms of
MdO operational phases).
∙ Interfaces: southbound plugins define the adapter layer for the exchange of information
through different protocols (e.g., BGP-LS) and/or platform APIs; consults the Policy
component to consult message exchange policies (e.g., filtering rules, access permissions,
roles); interfaces the Broker component regarding the exposure of network slicing of-
fers and requests. Peering can also interface blockchain DApps for the purposes of
interactions needed for any MdO operational phase.
4.5.1.2 Slicing
∙ Tasks: performs the consult in the provider LSO catalogue/inventory of active and
available network assets for network slicing; defines the construction and management
of contexts, abstraction views, of network assets to be offered and requested to/from
other providers, for the purposes of network slicing; and interfaces LSO for the imple-
mentation of network slices in a multi-domain basis.
∙ Requirements: consistent and representative LSO information model for the manage-
ment and analytics tasks associated with network slices; existence of the Scheduler
component as a multi-administrative domain LSO inside a provider managed infras-
tructure.
∙ Interfaces: requires abstraction view and slicing policies from the Policy component;
receives demands of slicing requests, and exposure of resources, for other providers from
Scheduler.
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4.5.1.3 Broker
∙ Tasks: intermediates the exposure, intent, negotiation and fulfill of network assets ac-
cording to the multi-administrative domain policies; keeps a database of all multi-
administrative domain assets of neighbor providers; establish decision making processes
for the business agreements among providers; manages any information related to the
negotiation and transactions associated with network assets and their status in multi-
administrative network slices.
∙ Requirements: existence of Peering interfaces enabling information models and pro-
tocols for the exchange of network assets, and any related operational and business
aspects of them.
∙ Interfaces: utilizes Peering component to exchange information among providers and
perform brokering tasks; consult (and request from) Scheduler component the ac-
tive/available network assets for the purposes of multi-administrative domain slicing;
interacts with the Policy component to apply any policy throughout its operations
over network assets. Broker can also interface blockchain DApps to perform the tasks
associated with any MdO operational phase.
4.5.1.4 Scheduler
∙ Tasks: performs all the activities related to a LSO component for the purposes of
network slicing in multiple administrative domains. Therefore, Scheduler components
realizes the scheduling of network slices and management of SLAs associated with all
the network assets involved in such task.
∙ Requirements: the existence of the Slicing component to consult the status of ac-
tive/available network assets for the purposes of network slicing.
∙ Interfaces: exchange offers/requests of network assets from/to the component Slicing;
performs the interaction with the Broker component to accept or deny orchestration of
network slices for the purposes of multi-administrative domain networking, and build
abstraction views of network assets; consults the Policy component for the allowed
mechanisms it should apply for the offer and deployment of network slices.
4.5.1.5 Policy
∙ Tasks: defines rules for the partitioning of network assets assigned to network slices, for
the establishment of connection and exchange of information among providers, for the
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execution of network assets negotiation models, and for the definition of hyperparame-
ters in scheduling algorithms of network slices across multiple providers, among others.
Thus, the Policy component defines any OSS/BSS policy needed for the operation and
management aspects of multi-administrative networking.
∙ Requirements: the existence of all other Exchange components that it might interact
with.
∙ Interfaces: interacts with the Peering component to set rules for the interconnection
and exchange of information with other providers; defines policies in the Scheduler
component for the utilization of network assets, and the construction of abstraction
views involving them; interacts with the Broker component to define policies related
with business agreements among providers (e.g., access permissions to network assets);
and assigns policies for the Slicing component destined to guide the deployment of
network slices.
4.5.2 Interactions Among Exchange Components
For the aggregated MdO operational phases a sequence diagram was built to exem-
plify the interaction among the functional components in the Exchange architecture model.
4.5.2.1 Discovery/Exposure
Fig. 21 shows a set of steps through which the interactions among Exchange compo-
nents lead to the realization of the Discovery and Exposure operational phases. The real-
ization of peering and exposure of network assets follow through the Broker component in
provider B to the Slicing component in provider A, adjusting its permission aspects in the
Policy component of each provider, and interacting via the Peering component.
4.5.2.2 Intent/Negotiation
After discovered the neighbor, established the peer, and exposed the network assets
allowed for slice deployment, here provider B can recursively evolve in intents and negotia-
tions of network assets, as shown in the gray shadowed rectangle in Fig. 22, with provider A
to negotiate the terms for slice deployments based on SLA policies and evaluated intents/ne-
gotiation aspects of such trade, as a Broker-to-Broker interaction among providers.
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Figure 21 – Sequence Diagram of Interactions among Exchange Platforms showcasing the
Discovery and Exposure MdO Operational Phases.
4.5.2.3 Fulfill
In the condition of agreement of slice deployments across providers, the Fulfill opera-
tional phase takes place where the Scheduler components takes the major role in all providers,
to guarantee the traded SLAs and react upon the request of updates on the active network
slices. Fig. 23 showcases such stage, presenting in a gray shadowed rectangle the recursive
interactions that might exist for the updates of slices deployed across providers, until the
tear-down call.
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4.6 Experiments
In this section, we present a DApp implementation in a proof of concept experiment
illustrating the Fulfill operational phase along the registration of life cycle events of a sliced
network services deployed across multiple domains. This experimental section aims to cover
a validation of the concepts so far discusses, specially focused on showcasing that network
assets can be transparently tracked/managed in multi-administrative network deployments
through blockchain DApps.
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4.6.1 Prototype
A minimum set of artifacts addressing the Exchange platform functional components
was coded to demonstrate the realization of the Fulfill operational phase alongside a MdO
DApp; they follow described below:
∙ Peering handles the interaction between providers throughREST interfaces exchanging
messages in a JSON format, which follow RPC guidelines. Via this component, a
provider can request the deployment of slices in other domains.
∙ Slicing uses the Aria-TOSCA6 engine, jointly with blueprints to describe a SDN plugin
that interfaces a SDN application to realize life cycle service orchestration of traffic
forwarding rules intra- and inter-administrative domains.
∙ Notary, as a part of the Broker functional component, represents the blockchain DApp
that manages and operates smart contracts to register the Fulfill life cycle management
events across providers. Utilizing a semantic model, the Notary component realizes the
association of events from the execution of workflows of Topology and Orchestration
Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) blueprints into smart contracts and
transactions to be called upon them.
The components coded allow any kind of TOSCA blueprint deployment, as long as
the proper Aria-TOSCA plugin that interprets it be attached to the Slicing component. In
consequence, any type of smart contract associated with TOSCA blueprints of the Slicing
component is also allowed on the Exchange platform, as long as upon the upload and instanti-
ation of the smart contract be defined the semantic relationship between the smart contract
and the TOSCA blueprint workflows. I.e., a message containing a specific data structure
representing when and which events, and their respective logs, will be recorded from the
TOSCA blueprint execution into the smart contract that represents it.
An SDN App, developed using the Ryu7 controller, receives REST commands from
the Slicing component for southbound programming of traffic forwarding rules in the OVS
instances through flow entries (OpenFlow v1.3) and queue configuration (OF-Config). In the
Notary component the blockchain DApp was created using the Ethereum platform8, while
the smart contracts were coded using the Solidity language9. All the interfaces among the
Ethereum platform and the Notary component were established through the Pyethereum
6 http://ariatosca.incubator.apache.org/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
7 https://github.com/osrg/ryu/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
8 https://github.com/ethereum/go-ethereum - Accessed on 2018-11-01
9 https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.5.3/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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API10. And a Graph App interfaces Notary blockchain DApps whereMdO smart contracts
reside, enabling their information to be periodically pulled and pushed into the Neo4j11 graph
database model for network services auditing. Therefore, queries can be made into specific
chained occurrences of particular contracts and events. The design of the smart contract for
the experimental MdO DApp follows the previous mentioned steps:
1. Set General Goals: The DApp will manage smart contracts to authorize and track life
cycle management workflows in services across providers interconnecting different areas
for customer slice.
2. Identify the Assets: The smart contract will store the calls, events and their respective
logs of TOSCA blueprints that realize the workflows of the customer slice deployments
in each provider.
3. Understand Changes in State of Accounts/Contracts: The smart contract will be man-
age by the provider offering the service to the customer, and it will register the domains
authorized to register their life cycle management events, a requirement negotiated upon
the establishment of the smart contract agreement among the providers of the customer
slice.
4. Define DApp and Contract Life cycle: While the customer demands the deployment of
the slice to interconnect specific areas, the events of the life cycle management of each
provider deployment will be recorded in the smart contract. Terminated the customer
offered slice, the smart contract among the providers will be destroyed.
Figure 24 illustrates our experimental setup based on a Mininet12 emulated topol-
ogy where each Open vSwitch instance represents a single administrative domain network
infrastructure, shown as clouds A, B, C, D, E; and hosts represented by Areas X, Y, and Z. In
addition, administrative domain MdOs running Docker containers are interconnected via a
management network and interface a common private blockchain network implemented with
Ethereum13. As shown in Fig. 24, each MdO is built upon the coded Exchange platform
functional components, added the SDN and Neo4j applications.
10 https://github.com/ethereum/pyethereum - Accessed on 2018-11-01
11 https://neo4j.com/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
12 https://github.com/mininet/mininet - Accessed on 2018-11-01
13 https://www.ethereum.org/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Figure 24 – Left, experimental testbed consisting of a Mininet-based topology, multi-domain
orchestrators (MdO) running the DApp, and right, component details of the
MdO/DApp prototype implementation.
4.6.2 Results
The sequence of events below describe a multi-administrative service deployment
(shown in Fig. 24 as dashed lines 1 to 4) from instantiation to decommission:
1. A customer of provider A intends to deploy a service using assets from providers A, B,
C, D, and E. Before the service request, the customer issues a smart contract to log life
cycle workflow events in each domain.
2. Provider A deploys the smart contract in the blockchain network, requesting other do-
mains to join it, and register each of them along their associated roles for the upcoming
service deployment. The smart contract methods are semantically associated with life
cycle events of the demanded TOSCA service blueprints, indicating Slicing will trigger
events, containing life cycle workflows and their respective outputs, to Notary register
them into a smart contract. Thus, each MdO logs their service life cycle events into
the agreed smart contract.
3. After acknowledging the smart contract deployment, the customer demands provider
A to deploy a forwarding Service 1 from X to Y, and a backward Service 2 from Y to
X (both explicitly demanding traffic forwarding via B and C). Provider A requests the
service deployment and acknowledges the success to the customer.
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Figure 25 – Modeled Neo4j Graph of Network Service Life cycle Events Extracted from
Blockchain in Multi-domain Orchestration Experiments.
4. The customer then wants to interconnect areas X and Z, requesting Services 3 and 4
from provider A, along updates of Services 1 and 2. Service 3 forwards traffic from X
to Z, going through providers B, D, E, and Service 4 interconnects traffic from areas
X to Z, passing through providers E and D. All service deployments are successfully
acknowledged to the customer.
5. Finally, the customer demands the decommission of the requested services. To this
end, provider A acts within its domain and interacts with providers B, D, and E, to
tear down network services 3 and 4. Provider A acknowledges all procedures and the
customer requires to terminate the smart contract.
Figure 25 shows an annotated print screen of the organized graph abstraction ex-
tracted from the smart contracted services agreement. In the graph model, nodes are classi-
fied into dashed rectangles with their corresponding category name on the right (e.g., Blocks,
Transactions, Arguments of Logs). Relationships among nodes are represented as solid arrows
annotated with capital letters (e.g., IN_BLOCK, IN_TRANSACTION, HAS_LOG). On the top of
Fig. 25, squared areas represent all logged events per administrative domain MdO partici-
pating in the life cycle management workflows of Services 1, 2, 3, 4. The illustrated graph
model shows the chronological order of logs being inserted into the blockchain, demonstrating
the feasibility of an audit ledger for a customer deploying a multi-domain network service.
Exploring queries in the graph database, a customer can transparently oversee the storyline
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Figure 26 – Experimental Results. (a) Transactions Confirmation Time. (b) CPU % Mea-
surements. (c) Memory % Measurements. (d) Disk I/O Write Measurements.
of the requested network services. Such queries can be refined to inspect arguments of logged
events and debug/attest outcomes of each provider life cycle workflow.
Bottom-up, Fig. 25 shows blocks, sequentially mined in the blockchain from left to
right. Some of these blocks contain TX_FROM_BLOCK transactions, referencing administrative
domain addresses (A, B, C, D, E), from (TX_FROM) where they were called and also the
destination (TX_TO) contract address. IN_TRANSACTION events are represented by Transaction
Logs, which reference every life cycle management call that the Slicing component (from
each provider) triggered when deploying the requested service. Logs also contain HAS_ARGS
arguments with attributes of each logged event properties and outputs, which can be searched
by refined graph queries to inspect their content and debug/attest outcomes of each provider
life cycle management workflow. In the case explored, the arguments of logged events contain
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the customer required forwarding characteristics for the respective service deployments that
triggered their registry in the blockchain. Therefore, it was possible to visualize configuration
of the flow entries and queues regarding the services deployed in each domain upon the
TOSCA blueprint workflows, a blockchain audit via the graph model of the smart contract.
An analysis of performance profiling metrics extracted from eachMdO execution en-
vironment (see Figs. 26a-26d), from the contract registration until the services decommission,
show average transaction confirmation times of less than seven seconds, an amount in line
with the expected timing of MdO operational phases (10s of seconds to minutes) in our scope.
The utilization of CPU presents peaks in each MdO due to blockchain consensus through
proof-of-work, positively correlating with the increased disk writes (mined blocks), whereas
the utilization of memory maintains stable in all domains.
4.7 Analysis
This chapter uncovers a number of blockchain-related topics for research engagements
towards multi-administrative domain networking. Some of the identified opportunities can
be analyzed in diverse use case scenarios and possible challenges that those might face while
interacting with the proposed MdO blockchain-based architecture.
4.7.1 Insights about the Experimental Results
The experiments performed demonstrate the feasibility claims for the Fulfill opera-
tional phase by the means of a DApp, by which were registered all the events output of each
service deployed in each administrative domain. As it relates to the motivation of this chap-
ter, through the smart contract, a traffic supply chain was constituted for the customer of the
provider A. The first step performed in the execution of the experiments, the establishment
of the contract between the providers, a chain of custody was determined for the consequent
and agreed records of the workflow events from TOSCA blueprints execution. The impor-
tant point of the experiments constitutes a semantic assimilation between the actions made
by the Notary component in function of the events triggered by the Slicing component. Such
association opens up margins both for the possibility of standardizing a semantic language
for this process, or even a protocol model that systematizes an interface between the compo-
nents, in the scope of the platform Exchange, Scheduler and Broker. In addition, it is critical
to note how such association reflects the construction of the graph model exposed as a rep-
resentative illustration of the execution of the entire contract between the providers. I.e., in
each provider the event registration actions in the blockchain constitute the distributed com-
position of an information flow which, as visualized in the annotated graph, can be analyzed
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for the extraction of performance parameters (i.e., service deployment characteristics) from
the service agreement as a whole. The logs and their respective arguments are the most sig-
nificant source of any event registration agreement that can be verified by all smart contract
members, i.e., all providers and possibly the customer. In a preponderant way, the source of
all the agreement transparency among providers in its full granularity is defined by logs and
their arguments, added to their respective reading permissions, for any type of accountability
on a smart contract that associates with one or more network services, and their possible
network slices representatives.
Exacerbating the ideas behind the experiments performed, suppose that there are
multiple services, multiple providers, and multiple customers. Still, the fundamentals of the
experiments still hold. That is, even if a myriad of TOSCA blueprints be customized to
receive, execute and output a diversity of parameters given the workflows called upon them,
the agreed events will similarly be written to smart contracts in the blockchain given the
semantic association they represent with TOSCA blueprints; remembering that these can be
mapped to any type of plugin, and thus execute different instantiations of artifacts from SDN
and/or NFV enabling technologies. Finally, with the proper reading rights, all these events
can be diagrammed according to the graph model established in this chapter. And yet, other
graph models can be extended to a more granular characterization of the logging arguments
and their contents. Such mental exercise based on this exacerbation serves to explain how the
experimental results of this chapter serve to generalize the idea of transparent fine-grained
SLAs. As positioned in the forward challenges section, provided reliable means of provenance
of the information contained in the blockchain, the MdO operational phases become true
when supported by DApps, in that they are fully debugged for any agreed accountability
model for SLAs. This suggests, therefore, that the results presented in the graph model of
this chapter hold the merits of being represented in a smart contract and conditioned to
reliable means of provenance, which already constitute SLAs by themselves.
4.7.2 Scenarios under Standardization Lenses
From ideas to realistic networking scenarios, the definition of standard information
models and interfaces are mandatory to integrate blockchain Dapps with providers’ func-
tional entities realizing orchestration/management capabilities and business support sys-
tems. Through the analysis of three use case scenarios, namely SD-WAN, NFVIaaS, and
Network Slicing in the context of architectural work at MEF, ETSI NFV, and 3GPP, re-
spectively, we illustrate blockchain DApp functionalities, discuss potential approaches and
benefits to address challenges of multi-domain network services, and elaborate standard-
ization prospects.The importance of such analysis has its utility in showcasing the actual
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 27 – Potential Standardization Scenarios. (a) SD-WAN DApps (b) NFVIaaS
DApps (c) Mobile Network Slicing DApps
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applicability of the concepts, and their relevance, of this chapter in the state-of-the-art use
cases being discussed by the industry, pointing that critical points can be explored by SDOs
in pursue to solve some of the challenges we highlight below.
4.7.2.1 MEF: SDWAN
Context: MEF Third Network Vision proposes a Lifecycle Service Orchestration
(LSO) reference architecture and framework to address agile, assured, and orchestrated Con-
nectivity Services.Those include end-to-end deployments where LSO interacts with poten-
tially several providers through Sonata and Interlude reference interfaces, respectively in-
terconnecting cross-domain Business Applications and Service Orchestration Functionalities.
Mapped to LSO, ongoing work at Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) aims to standardize SD-
WAN (e.g., terminology, components, architecture).
Challenges: An initial proposal (MEF, 2017) defines SD-WAN as the means to flex-
ibly achieve programmable micro-segmented paths – based on QoS, security and business
policies – across sites (public or private clouds), using overlay tunnels over varied underlay
technologies, such as broadband Internet and Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). Po-
tentially spanning multiple provider sites, an SD-WAN operator must tailor and scale paths
on-demand to assure application policies (e.g., performance profiles, geographical boundaries,
data privacy policies) by interfacing SD-WAN routers through non-trusting administrative
domains in heterogeneous wired/wireless underlay networks with varying performance met-
rics.
Approach: Embracing the discovery and exposure blockchain-based MdO opera-
tional phases, through the LSO Sonata interface a smart contract can be programmed to
contain signatures of accredited SD-WAN providers to fill in such contract information
regarding certified network connectivity assets (e.g., MPLS tunnels) and associated QoS
capabilities (e.g., throughput, latency, frame loss ratio) (see Fig. 27a).
Benefits: Securely discovering exposed and certified SD-WAN assets that match
an application traffic operational policy, a customer can automate an SD-WAN service
deployment via a smart contract, which guarantees transparency in the analysis of signed
network assets and their respective providers.
Prospects: Focused on the interaction of Sonata and Interlude reference interfaces,
the investigations of LSO engineering aspects involving the blockchain guiding designs of
this paper can outline information models, business process flows and APIs to enable and
enhance the positioned Operational Threads for LSO concerning multi-administrative net-
working, such as partners/providers on-boarding. As the SD-WAN standardization proposal
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references LSO, benefits directly apply.
4.7.2.2 ETSI NFV: NFVIaaS
Context: Referencing the use case “VNF composition across multiple administrative
domains” at ETSI NFV ISG, the Interfaces and Architecture (IFA) working group pro-
poses NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) services across administrative do-
mains (ETSI ISG NFV, 2018). Through use cases, the document identifies responsibilities of
the NFVIaaS consumer and provider, and proposes potential extensions of interfaces and
functional blocks in the NFV MANO architectural framework.
Challenges: Associated with the operation and management of NFV MANO re-
sources, the main differences of potential NFVIaaS architectural options proposed in (ETSI
ISG NFV, 2018) consist in role-based access control to grant proper permissions for the
relationship of NFV MANO functional blocks between administrative domains.
Approach: As shown in Fig. 27b, a DApp managed by each administrative domain
MANO can issue smart contracts programmed to allow access permission for NFVIaaS
counterparts signatures and store abstracted views of traded NFV assets, mappings of the
structure of quotas, access grants and capacity, available for NFVIaaS consumers.
Benefits: DApps for multi-administrative NFVIaaS enable: security for enhanced
intercommunication among NFV MANO functional components; transparency on identi-
ty/permission management forNFVIaaS providers and consumers; and certified information
for policy enforcement concerning the utilization of NFV MANO resources.
Prospects: (ETSI ISG NFV, 2018) proposes changes in reference points to attend
recommendations of NFV MANO interfaces among administrative domains. Similar investi-
gations can coexist to understand scalability and performance of MANO-to-MANO opera-
tions required from blockchain DApps realizing NFVIaaS, proposing potential architecture
options with explicit operational flows and interface adaptations/proposals among MANO
components and DApps, included the security implications.
4.7.2.3 3GPP: Network Slicing
Context: 3GPP establishes multi-network connectivity and service delivery across
operators as a 5G requirement motivated by subscribers access to different services via mul-
tiple networks (providers) for better user experience. In (3GPP, 2018b) 3rd Generation Part-
nership Project (3GPP) SA WG5 proposed use cases, potential requirements, and candidate
solutions for the management and orchestration of next-generation network slices, included
“Solution options for Network Slice Instance (NSI) creation across multiple operators”.
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Challenges: 3GPP defines an NSI containing a set of interconnected functions in
radio access and core networks. A single NSI can be rolled out through multiple administra-
tive domains, in accordance to specific requirements (e.g., ultra-low-latency, ultra-reliability,
isolation), addressing mobile setups, such as coverage area, distribution of users, mobility
and traffic demand. Orchestrating network slices across administrative domains requires co-
ordinating user equipment roaming between NSIs in different coverage areas, instantiation
of end-to-end NSI across operators, and management and isolation of shared functions in
access and core networks. As mentioned in (3GPP, 2018b), such requirements involve the
establishment of mutual trust relationships, roaming agreements, and multiple NSIs among
operators.
Approach: A DApp managed by an operator can instantiate smart contracts that
record roaming NSIs, establish signed QoS agreements along with an end-to-end shared
NSI across mobile operators and transport providers, and store the status of NSI lifecycle
management workflows (see Fig. 27c).
Benefits: When applying DApp functionalities for network slicing, the main ad-
vantages of smart contracts include: well-formated decentralized specifications of NSI QoS
requirements among mobile operators; establishment of a traffic supply chain for an user
equipment across NSIs in different administrative domains; and a consistent auditable reg-
istry for NSI lifecycle management workflows.
Prospects: A clear definition of the dynamics of operators management systems
(OMSs) interfacing blockchain DApps can compose a way for business agreements between
operators via smart contracts, which can be designed to perform the transparent storage of
NSI QoS records demanded by an User Equipment in roaming networks while in control of
the home operator. Likewise, blockchain DApps can be investigated to realize a communica-
tion channel of OMSs between operators.
4.7.3 Challenges Associated with Blockchain DApps
As tempting as it might be to claim and uphold the proposed prospects for the shown
SDO use cases, currently, we identify clear argumentative pros and cons emerging according
to: the fast-paced evolution of blockchain platforms; gradual real-life utility examples of
solid designed blockchain use cases; and mature research efforts focused on the topics listed
below, which will unveil advantages and pitfalls of incorporating blockchain DApps into
multi-administrative domain networking.
∙ Performance: Bounded guarantees of transaction confirmation time must be well de-
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fined while realizingMdO operational phases by blockchain DApps. Our experimental
results depict such need when showing values around seven seconds. We suggest each
MdO operational phase would demand a particular transaction confirmation average
time, however proper values will be defined as use cases emerge. For instance, discovery
and exposure might not require so tight schedules from DApps as it would be necessary
for the negotiation and fulfill operational phases.
∙ Scalability: There must exist well defined operational metrics to represent the scaling
dimensions of a blockchain network across providers. One main characteristic of scale
concerns the storage overhead required in smart contracts and in the blockchain itself to
uphold network assets representative attributes and their respective operational events.
∙ Security: The design of a MdO blockchain network must define an architecture that
guarantees its progress and safety (e.g., avoiding 51% attacks) while sustaining the
policy regulations of network assets in administrative domains. Lagely explored by
blockchain commercial platforms, security guarantees concern the most important as-
pect to enable DApp for MdO operational phases. This involves a myriad of aspects,
included the design of the blockchain network itself.
∙ Provenance: In particular, certification and reputation14 schemes must be designed by
administrative domains to assure semantic association of the provided information in
a smart contract with an actual network asset, as blockchain does not impose guaran-
tees of provenance. Hence, we believe the proper representation and interpretation of
smart contract events across providers concerns an open field for the research of future
protocols to standardize public and private MdO-DApp interfaces.
∙ Smart Contracts: Still a bigger picture resides in the establishment of agreements among
administrative domains, as there might exist a juridical nature being established for
smart contracts (CLACK et al., 2016), and therefore inter-domain SLA enforcement.
Among other related aspects of smart contracts, based on an empirical analysis (BAR-
TOLETTI; POMPIANU, 2017), the categorization of design patterns approaches the
financial area as the major user of smart contracts. Regarding the content of this chap-
ter, such scope still needs to be studied for/in the translation of MdO operational
phases into monetary transactions.
14 e.g., http://certificates.media.mit.edu/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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4.7.4 Shortcomings
Without a doubt, along the whole thesis, this chapter conceives the most of the
shortcomings. Mainly, this is justified by the absence of academic related work involving the
subject of this chapter, the novelty in blockchain itself as the means of distributed consensus,
and specially because multi-administrative domain networking, the way it was abstracted
in this chapter, just recently received the attention of SDOs and the academia. The main
deficiencies of this chapter, in our opinion, follow listed below:
∙ A wide dialogue about the utility of a blockchain network for the MdO operational
phases can be elaborated under the perspectives of design and stress tests on such
network and on the DApps executed on it. In this way, parameters of performance,
scalability, and even security will be obtained about how to model a blockchain network
and the DApps approaching the reasoning elaborated in this chapter.
∙ In addition, each MdO operational phase should be explored in particular. That is,
DApps must be designed to operate under the spectrum of performing an operational
phase. Metrics, functional and non-functional, should be elaborated for measurements
on aspects of operation and management of each DApp. Only thus can the propositions
of this chapter be confirmed as a whole.
∙ In the Fulfill operational phase, a feedback-loop must be modeled between providers
for the analysis of the scalability and migration capabilities of network assets, specially
under the orientation of events triggered by a DApp.
∙ All the fundamentals of this chapter only come close to reality if studies and a thorough
discussion are elaborated on the security implications caused by the proposed DApp
models for each MdO operational phase, specially considering different smart contract
design patterns.
∙ Finally, an interesting approach here not elaborated would consist in experimenting and
discussing the financial aspects of the possible fine-grained SLAs among administrative
domains based on the studies performed by Choicenet (ROUSKAS et al., 2013).
4.8 Related Work
Blockchain-based applications are increasingly emerging and demonstrating their ap-
plicability to various fields. In networking, based on the analysis of BGP and DNS, the
work in (HARI; LAKSHMAN, 2016) shows how blockchain could enhance security, among
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other benefits. Concerning IoT, (CHRISTIDIS; DEVETSIKIOTIS, 2016) and (SHARMA
et al., 2018) investigate the use of blockchains to securely facilitate the sharing of services
and resources, possibly automating time-consuming workflows and improving operational
metrics.
Similar to DNS, Blockstack (ALI et al., 2016) defines the design and implementation
of a distributed blockchain naming and storage system on top of the Namecoin blockchain
along a series of production design trade-offs. From an early commercial view, Open Crypto
Trust15 proposes Blockchain-as-a-Transport (BTaaS) applied to VXLAN tunnels across sites
resulting in a Blockchain Defined WAN (BD-WAN), in the spirit of a flexible security-
enhanced software-defined WAN.
The closest related work in the literature is “Dynam-IX: a Dynamic Interconnection
eXchange” (MARCOS et al., 2018), a position paper on how to create a reputation mechanism
for the autonomous systems in an Internet Exchange Point, storing such information in a
shared ledger (a.k.a., blockchain). Among the main motivating aspects of the paper, the
utilization of a shared ledger aims to build a reliable manner to establish trust among ASs,
storing the offered connectivity services and their perceived scores/reputation from other ASs
experience point-of-view in a neutral and anonymous way. Associated with the presented
chapter, this paper sits into the exposure, intent and negotiation MdO operational phases.
While a series of network softwarization research projects (e.g., SONATA16, 5GEx17
and 5G-Transformer18) with multi-domain scope do address abstractions, interfaces and in-
formation models forMdO, as far as we know, none of them are considering blockchain-based
approaches.
Current research efforts investigate undeniable blockchain-related issues regarding
performance (DINH et al., 2017), scalability (SELIMI et al., 2018) and security (SHARMA et
al., 2017a), which may hinder broad deployments of blockchain platforms for different busi-
ness cases. In the scope of IRTF, the Decentralized Internet Infrastructure Research Group
(dinrg) proposal19 pursues a series of challenges inspired by blockchain-like approaches. In
addition, the ITU-T Focus Group on Application of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
aims at developing a standardization roadmap for interoperable DLT-based services20.
15 https://www.openct.io/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
16 http://www.sonata-nfv.eu - Accessed on 2018-11-01
17 http://www.5gex.eu - Accessed on 2018-11-01
18 http://5g-transformer.eu/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
19 https://datatracker.ietf.org/rg/dinrg/about/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
20 https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/dlt/Pages/default.aspx - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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5 Discussion
“A means can be justified only by its end.
But the end in its turn needs to be justified.”
(Leon Trotsky)
Throughout this thesis were elaborated arguments that contribute to the validation
of the hypothesis presented in chapter 1. In this chapter, we seek to recap the main aspects
of each chapter hitherto presented, to discuss its main contributions, and to draw up a line
of thought about solving the challenges addressed in each of chapters 2, 3 and 4. At the end
of this chapter, in the section “Hypothesis Evaluation and Answers to Research Questions”,
the whole line of reasoning that unifies the main chapters of this thesis fits elaborated in
agreement with the ideology established in this thesis, the answers of the introduced research
questions, and finally the evaluation of the proposed hypothesis.
5.1 On Disaggregating Performance Metrics
Recapitulating the contents of chapter 2, “Disaggregating Performance Metrics”, it
was possible to show that the Gym platform was built for the exercise of network function
benchmarking methodologies in an automated way. The results shown validate the ability
of the Gym platform to exercise benchmarking in virtualized network functions, while the
discussion validates the Gym characteristics involving its design principles of Comparability,
Configurability, Repeatability, and Interoperability. At the same time, the results suggest
that there are relationships between the configurations of: the resources allocated to a VNF,
the stimulus profile (e.g., traffic rate and its variability) applied to a VNF, and the internal
settings (e.g., rules and mode of operation) of a VNF. In this section we look for a broader
view of the content presented in the chapter 2 to discuss points related to VNF benchmark-
ing, the evolution of the Gym platform, and the usefulness of benchmarking information from
the perspective of a VNF-PP. The applicability of the concepts contained in chapter 2 has
its purpose to go beyond understanding the degrees of freedom in which performance metrics
of a VNF can be expressed. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss factors that express the
quality of the entire methodology provided by the Gym tool. As exemplified by our experi-
mental benchmarking efforts, designing and implementing a generic VNF testing framework
is subject to multiple challenges requiring further investigation on:
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∙ Consistency: Naturally, our first insight goes to question if a VNF, when deployed
in a certain execution environment, delivers a given performance described in its ex-
tracted Profile (i.e., VNF-PP); and, especially, when tested and put in production
using multiple virtualization technologies and concurrent system workloads;
∙ Stability: VNF performance measurements need to present consistent results over dif-
ferent scenarios. Consequently, we would like to answer if test descriptors (i.e., VNF-
BD) transparently handle service/resource definitions and metrics of VNFs placed in
heterogeneous environments (e.g., virtualization abstractions);
∙ Goodness: AVNFmight be tested with different allocated resources and stimuli, unlike
the possibilities of production environments. Crucially, we would like to comprehend
how well testing results, and associated stimuli, correspond to VNF measured perfor-
mance when running in execution environments under real workloads.
In what concerns the evolution of a methodology for VNF benchmarking automation,
some future work encompass the evolution of Gym, testing landscapes and standardization
activities:
∙ Representative models – While the VNF-BD must concisely represent the peculiarities
of the scenario and the benchmarking settings, and VNF-PP must present the asso-
ciated metrics extracted according to the VNF-BD. And finally, the VNF-BR must
determine the semantic association among those two, establishing a relationship of
cause-effect. Such work is being developed by activities in BMWG/IETF through the
development of the draft “Methodology for VNF Benchmarking Automation” (ROSA
et al., 2018), having Gym as one of its reference implementations.
∙ Analytics on VNF-PPs – Still in an early stage, the representation of VNF-PP metrics
aim to deduce completely the performance aspects of a VNF under test. However, as
the aim to clarify the results, analytical methods can be applied over the raw data of
VNF-PP allowing the customization of views of the data regarding statistical methods
and even machine learning mechanisms to detect outliers, for instance.
∙ Synchrony among Gym components – the Manager component of Gym must carefully
synchronize Agents and Monitors activities to produce the composed view of a single
trial of aVNF-BD instance. In performance measurements aiming strict latency results
carefully analyzed in comparison with CPU consumption, for instance, the Manager
components must provide the means to perform such tasks.
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Greatly facilitated by an automated approach, our experimental evaluation unveils
some patterns that can be useful for optimized configurations by sizing the VNF according
to its resource demands, possibly in run-time. Further optimization and resource allocation
strategies (e.g., CPU pinning) can be also investigated to derive more complete scalability
recommendations in addition to wider experimentation with realistic workloads, altogether
yielding more reliable VNF performance profiles. We look for a better understanding on how
much a VNF-PP could be part of network SLAs. For instance, complementing continuous
monitoring, or an optimized process in terms of performance and cost reduction. Specially
when inside a service chain, a set of VNFs must have their non-linear cause of traffic shap-
ing well-defined and possible traffic forwarding implications it might cause in the overall
performance of their interconnection.
Further improvements in the analysis of a VNF-PP could also extend to the internal
instrumentation of a SUT, when such measurements (white-box) are confronted with external
(black-box) metrics. During the execution of a VNF, when submitted to certain patterns of
traffic, an engineered set of states would be triggered inside the SUT, culminating in the
initialization of new processes, and even functionalities. This approach concerns VNFs that
would have independence in allocating spare resources in their execution environment. In
addition, VNFs would require and release resources dynamically, in an independent way as
it might have permission, such as replicating its own running instances. Such changes in the
scaling paradigm of aVNFmight occur in varied settings (e.g., vertically and/or horizontally)
and its outcomes should be measured according to the footprint impact and its causing effects
(e.g., when is it needed?). This outcome of the “cloudification” dynamics posed over a VNF,
instead of a monolithic black-box, also increases the degree of measurement points, which
should be mapped to aVNF-BD and possibly reflected in aVNF-PP to enable the detection
and distinction of hardware versus software bottlenecks, for instance.
Gym must evolve to capture VNF performance particularities and their causing fac-
tors, included an internal instrumentation, when available, the dynamism of the scaling as-
pects, and methods to distinguish performance bottlenecks from hardware and software.
Among the main advantages of dissecting a VNF performance through one or more profiles,
we highlight:
∙ Accurate Configuration: extensively repeatable benchmarking life cycles through differ-
entVNF settings can produce the profiling data that over analysis might result in sweet
spots, bounded regions, of accurate configurations delivering expected performance.
∙ Pay-per-use: through the analysis of VNF-PPs, behavioral patterns of a VNF perfor-
mance can be inferred to establish grounded truths of resource utilization (e.g., per-
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centage of throughput) which would be converted to cloud models of VNF placement
for customers transparent billing options.
∙ Service continuity: VNFs might present trade-offs among its performance metrics (e.g.,
throughput and latency) associated with different footprints. Monitoring internal events
of a VNF might assist in metric bottlenecks when the verification of such events corre-
lated with the VNF-PP, for the proper scaling triggers/adjustments that affect SLA
compliance.
5.2 On the Analysis of Slicing Footprints
Summarizing the contents of Chapter 3, “Analysis of Slicing Footprints”, it was pos-
sible to show how the business case modeling in reference services (i.e., containing a chain of
VNFs and their respective performance profiles) can be translated into a myriad of network
slice candidate mappings presenting a series of topological and technological features/crite-
ria. Such features had their values shown according to the explored variability of the scenario
and reference service parameters (e.g., topology model, infrastructure resources profile). A
methodology was elaborated and applied focused on demonstrating the classification of can-
didates slices according to the features extracted from them. Such methodology has proved
useful in predicting with high accuracy possible classes of slices defined by the latency metric,
under the labelled features characterizing candidate slices (e.g., CPU, memory, betweeness,
hops). In addition, in the experiments with the MCA algorithm, it was seen how the different
classes of slicing candidates can be rationalized against different scoring policies (i.e., based
on preferences of each feature/criterion). For example, in the presented results, when more
importance was given to the latency criterion treating it as a cost feature, there was a ranking
of higher scores of candidate slices following direct correlation patterns with lower latency
values, independent of the other criteria values. The following paragraphs seek to address a
critical discussion regarding the content of Chapter 3, elaborating the aspects of the applica-
tion of a machine learning algorithm for network slices classification, the sensitivity analysis
of a multi-criteria algorithm, and the construction of the methodology developed as well as
its usefulness when applied to the target network slicing use cases presented in Chapter 3.
Network softwarization sets a prominent part for network slicing, a way to carriers
attain a flexible infrastructure, agility in deploying new customized services, while keeping
OPEX/CAPEX under control. Our assumptions concerning network slicing consider well-
defined end-to-end services and VNF performance profiles, exposing clear requirements and
infrastructure capabilities by modeled business cases in demand of specific network paths.
An open reference model designed for NSaaS, would open the possibilities of end-to-end
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deployments, aiming vertical markets and roaming scenarios, which significantly would enable
performance improvements for inter-domain carrier-grade services.
As explored, well-formatted and predefined sets of criteria composed service mapping
alternatives to elaborate slicing options driven by a specific business case. Towards 5G, in-
frastructure providers (e.g., carriers) will need to investigate the possible investments and
their return addressing particular business cases to differentiate value and aggregate rev-
enue for upcoming vertical market needs. Likewise, service providers will better understand
how to elaborate adequate strategies for obtaining fine-grained performance from slices for
their particular business cases. Based on the proposed methodology to address slicing im-
pacts in infrastructure resources, we suggest that the explored machine learning classification
mechanism (i.e., utilizing the Random Forests algorithm) defines a mature and prominent
approach to support providers’ aims. The rationale used in the construction of the defined
methodology can be abstracted and exacerbated for any service chain that contains similar
topology/service abstractions and the features explored on it. It means, different 5G business
cases can directly be carried to the analysis of the proposed methodology. However, we still
need to evaluate and discuss multi-dimensional aspects of non-linearities existent in profiles
of service chains when building reference services, because interference factors in performance
among chained VNFs must be taken into consideration in the methodology proposed. Re-
garding the machine learning algorithm used, we believe the proposed methodology can be
enhanced by training the classifier utilizing other slicing features, exploring the correlation/-
covariance aspects among them to enhance the classifier accuracy metric. Besides the impact
of true/false negatives/positives in the use cases proposed must be analyzed as the impact
they might cause in different target metrics of network slicing towards 5G operational re-
quirements. However, we suggest such view can only be distilled upon the dynamics of an
actual or emulated network slicing execution environment.
Regarding the multi-criteria analysis topic, we proposed it as a promising fit to be
considered in any networking environment where policy enforcement needs to be applied.
Under the discussed considerations of criteria design and uncertainty of the slicing infor-
mation, the MCA methodology can be adapted to be investigated under varied timescales,
giving room for recommendation systems fitting supervised learning techniques, likewise it
was performed by the classification algorithm evaluated. Henceforth, we aim to investigate
the uncertainty of the slicing criteria, studying the effects of the fuzzy aspects in VNF per-
formance profiles and their impact in modeling reference services. The knowledge extracted
towards service performance variabilities would contribute to a critical analysis of MCA is-
sues involving network slicing, and the overall methodology explored in Chapter 3. In this
line of thought, we envision promise theory applied to rationalize the network slicing MCA
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process among administrative domains. In other words, we aim to explore the intents of
slices behavior, based on MCA, for multi-lateral partnerships involving end-to-end NSaaS
through different infrastructure and/or service providers. In such scenarios, multiple criteria
would be under the scrutiny of slicing SLAs. The best performance trade-offs would support
decisions on a coherent set of MCA preferences, so service providers could effectively realize
end-to-end slices targeting varied business case criteria. Still the proper means to understand
and verify such end-to-end slicing criteria might subject of research for the content in Chapter
4.
Finally, the whole ideas of Chapter 3 must be contextualized with recent work pro-
posed by the ETSI Experiential Networked Intelligence (ENI) Industry Specification Group
(ISG). To define the context, according to ETSI 1: “The purpose of the group is to define a
Cognitive Network Management architecture that is based on the ‘observe-orient-decide-act’
control model. It uses AI (Artificial Intelligence) techniques and context-aware policies to
adjust offered services based on changes in user needs, environmental conditions and busi-
ness goals. ” In the requirements document already produced by the ENI group (ETSI GR
ENI, 2018c), a section on “Network planning and deployment” proposes among other state-
ments that an ENI system shall “identify different types of rollouts for different types of
resources that lead to the upgrade of virtualized software-based resources” and “in an effi-
cient and dynamic manner, combine network slices, slice/service prioritization and resource
allocation concepts, e.g. in order to resolve resource allocation conflicts between competing
network slices deployed on top of a shared infrastructure.” Such concepts are exemplified
by the Use Case #3-2, named Intelligent network slicing management presented in (ETSI
GR ENI, 2018a), which aims through the means of machine learning mechanisms enhance
and optimize the network slice management and control operations, such as run-time adjust-
ments of network slice footprints according to network capabilities, operational constraints,
and customers QoS settings. By all the mentioned means, the content of Chapter 3 realizes
ideas fully in alignment with the ETSI ENI activities. Mainly, because ENI aims to stand
upon context-aware policy management (ETSI GR ENI, 2018b), and as analyzed in chapter
3, the purpose of the analysis of slicing footprints consists in “not to discover a solution,
but to construct or create something which is viewed as useful to an actor taking part in a
decision process”.
1 https://www.etsi.org/news-events/news/1171-2017-02-new-etsi-group-on-improving-operator-experience-
using-artificial-intelligence - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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5.3 On Transparent Fine-grained SLAs
Recapping the contents of Chapter 4, “Transparent Fine-grained SLAs”, we see that
the operational phase categorization of the MdO process allows such steps to be expressed
in association with the operation of blockchain DApps. These were designed to act among
activities that administrative domains can perform for eventual deployments of end-to-end
network slices.DApps acts occur according to smart contract modeling, outlining their design
premises, so that in them be registered data related to network assets involved in MdO op-
erational phases. The experimental prototype, in accordance with the functional architecture
of the Exchange platform, demonstrates that agreements between providers can be enforced
through a DApp realizing a smart contract. By modeling the blockchain structure, the smart
contract had its event logs and respective arguments shown in a graph, which establishes the
timely-logical structure of the deployment of the services demonstrated in the experiments –
a chain of custody for the experimental deployed services. It means, all recording of output
workflows applied to the deployment, upgrade and tear-down of services through TOSCA
blueprints, was performed/audited in the blockchain using the appropriate access permis-
sions to the providers in agreement in the smart contract. In the end, blockchain network
performance metrics and their operational metrics were sampled in graphs of CPU utiliza-
tion, memory, disk, and transaction confirmation time. In the analysis of these results in
conjunction with the proposed incorporation of DApps into operational phases of MdO, we
suggest that fine-grained SLAs can be transparently verified between administrative systems
when using smart contracts interaction mechanisms as defined in Chapter 4.
The interest in fine-grained SLAs takes place in chapter 4 due to the emergence of
strict traffic delivery requirements arising from use cases proposed by 5G. New vertical mar-
kets (e.g., automotive, healthcare, IoT) seek heterogeneous network service characteristics,
which can be mapped for specific business model purposes, i.e., network slices. For example,
the ultra-Reliable Low Latency (uRLL) use case demands latency values in a very small
magnitude, which are very useful in the applications of augmented reality and remote med-
ical surgeries. As seen in the use cases proposed in standardization for three SDOs, several
new service models and enabling technologies call for the adoption of multi-administrative
domain interactions towards end-to-end embodiments of network slices. Based on the propos-
als of these SDOs, currently underway, it is envisaged that dynamic network slices between
administrative domains (e.g., as well as modeling in the 5G Exchange and Sonata projects)
will be developed by designing new business models on the Internet as a whole. As stated in
Chapter 4, this shift from just connectivity to complex service chains has been realized by
SD-WAN in several commercial proposals. Therefore, methods for assessing different granu-
larities of network slicing contracts between providers of connectivity, cloud, services, among
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others, characterize an evolution in the business models currently targeted on the Internet,
both in SDOs and already in commercial solutions. In these aspects, the ideas presented
in Chapter 4 meet this whole trend, and already demonstrate that through DApps smart
contract mechanisms can be elaborated for different operational phases of MdO, as well as
it was demonstrated by the experiments showcased.
In the use cases explored in a prospection analysis for the use of blockchain DApps
in standardization activities, it was possible to notice a wide diversity of qualification op-
tions of such technologies in proposed component interfaces of SDOs architectural models.
In the case of SD-WAN, for example, modeled according to the LSO reference architecture
proposed by MEF, the Sonata management interface has been suggested to be extended
to intercommunicate with a blockchain DApp. Already aiming at DApps interoperability
between different use cases, and even SDOs, it was argued that efforts in standardization are
necessary in the aspects of determining a syntax, or even semantic structure, that possibly
elaborates protocols, which would serve as the implementation reference of DApps for differ-
entMdO operational phases. This is an important discussion emphasized in this thesis, which
may have positive repercussions for the evolution of business models between autonomous
systems, and best practices for transparent verification of SLAs in network slices and 5G
use cases among administrative domains as a whole. Once well defined interfaces of DApps
between administrative domains be developed, there exists a wide range of opportunities
for the development of programmable smart contracts through various design patterns. For
example, infrastructure and VNF sharing models can be programmed into smart contracts
so that only monitored network flows from particular customers would be accounted in the
division of costs from the allocation of shared network assets. In fact, as proposed the elab-
oration of DApps and their scope, there can exist the interconnection of smart contracts
mapped each to a particular MdO operational phase.
In what concerns activities towards global cooperation for “Measurements in IP
networks for inter-domain performance assessment”, the current recommendation ITU-T
Y.1543 (ITU-T Study Group 12, 2018), in force since June 2018, establishes the methods for,
among other means: provider troubleshooting among networks along defined paths; provider
internal indication of performance impact of changes within networks; provider monitoring
of performance of other network operators. Referencing different RFCs developed by the
IETF IP Performance Metrics Working Group (IPPM) and other ITU-T recommendations,
the document ITU-T Y.1543 composes a framework of tasks current being discussed by the
ITU-T Study Group 12 (Performance, QoS, QoE) in a meeting hold in 2018 entitled “ITU
Workshop on Telecommunication Service Quality Regulatory Frameworks and Experience-
Driven Networking”. Given the opportunities provided by standardized interfaces among
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blockchain DApps and MdO operational phase enablers, we suggest smart contracts define
a way for transparent fine-grained SLAs among administrative domains. As stated in the
demonstration experimental results a smart contract was used to audit life cycle manage-
ment operations over network slices. Similarly, we believe smart contracts can enable the
means to transparently hold the information and perform the accountability needed for the
recommendations stated in ITU-T Y.1543. Even further, if blockchain smart contracts en-
able the means for a inter-domain network slicing supply chain, previous work on Internet
business models (e.g., ChoiceNet (ROUSKAS et al., 2013)) would enable new markets for
network assets and decentralized players. From theory to reality, we understand such ideas
need to mature throughout multi-lateral discussions specially on the techno-economic and
juridical concerns of extraterritoriality involved in end-to-end network slices – definitely a
topic for future work.
Finally, we highlight some extrinsic factors deeply involved in the business paradigm
shifts explored by DApps in the context of chapter 4:
∙ Semantics: Open research topics remain on how to semantically associate actions in
MdO operational phases with smart contract methods and events (i.e., design pat-
terns). A proper representation and interpretation of smart contract logs across providers
with standardized DApps public and private interfaces conceive an open field for future
protocols.
∙ Policies: Administrative domains must strictly define concise approaches when inter-
acting with DApps, considering possible use case dynamics and expected outcomes.
Commercial silos and strategies involving network assets across providers in different
countries can eventually conflict with regulatory policies, such as network neutrality
and data privacy.
∙ Open Source: ConsideringMdO standardization efforts and the inter-twin with (large)
open source embodiments (e.g., LF Networking Fund - LFN)2, open issues around
interoperability shall be approached in SDOs to accommodate implementation and
flexibility choices of APIs, as currently being pursued by project Hyperledger 3.
5.4 Answers to Research Questions and Hypothesis Evaluation
Finally, after elaborating the final thoughts of the core chapters of this thesis, herein
we answer the research questions posed in the introduction of this thesis.
2 https://www.linuxfoundation.org/projects/networking/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
3 https://www.hyperledger.org/ - Accessed on 2018-11-01
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Research Question #1: What are the degrees of freedom by which VNF perfor-
mance metrics can be expressed?
According to the experiments so far evaluated by the Gym framework and its re-
lated work, we suggest VNF performance metrics can be expressed in function of: the traffic
workload characteristics by which it is stimulated (i.e., number of flows, rate, protocols), the
allocation of resources dedicated to it (e.g., CPU, memory, disk), and the internal settings
that defined its mode of operation (e.g., firewall rules, routing tables, flow entries). The asso-
ciated variability of such degrees of freedom with packet processing metrics (e.g., throughput,
latency, frame loss rate) can be composed in diverse manners, which depend on the method-
ology expressed to extract such metrics from a VNF. Considerations of the methodology
itself must hold, as well as its invariants, for the purposes of interoperability, configurability,
repeatability and comparability of the benchmarking tests. However, still many variants of
methodology must be defined for every and each VNF, so its performance profile be exten-
sively extracted by automated manners, towards the goodness, consistency and stability of
the obtained metrics. Accordingly, we suggest many improvements to be performed on Gym,
evolving its capabilities and enabling new automated VNF benchmarking methodologies,
together with our ongoing standardization efforts in IETF/BMWG.
Research Question #2: How to establish a dimensioning analysis of the footprint
criteria involving a network slice?
From the abstraction of network infrastructure capabilities together with the compo-
sition of a reference service implementation of a business case, the elaborated network slicing
options according to possible mappings between those two determine a set of candidates that
can have their features extracted and analyzed by machine learning and muti-criteria anal-
ysis algorithms. We suggest that such methodology we built defines an effective manner to
establish a dimensioning analysis of the footprint criteria involving a network slice. From our
experiments, we realize a machine learning classification algorithm can be trained to predict
classes of features according to labelled network slicing candidates. Besides, a multi-criteria
analysis algorithm can conduct coherent scores of candidate slices according to preferences
established for particular criteria. Together, such algorithms can be used to create the rea-
soning for decision support systems (e.g., orchestrator, business broker, operations support
system) towards the intelligent management of network slices. Such line of thought aligns
with the current activities in the ETSI ENI group, as we highlighted in our analysis. Still,
we understand much further work must be elaborated to establish a solid methodology to
be applied in realistic network slicing use cases, specially when handling run-time network
slicing operations. Likewise, new concepts from promise theory can be explored to analyze
our experimental results. Consequently, we strongly believe the proposed methodology will
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evolve in diverse manners to enhance the management of network slices.
Research Question #3: How to transparently track/manage networking assets
and their SLAs in end-to-end slices over multiple administrative domains?
As administrative domains characterize non-trusting counterparts looking for the
means to achieve end-to-end network slices for the purposes of 5G use cases, we proposed
blockchain DApps to be incorporated into each one of the characterized operational phases
that occur in a multi-administrative domain orchestration setup. Such DApps can manage
smart contracts by which can be performed the agreements to track/manage network assets
and their SLAs involving end-to-end slices over multiple administrative domains. Via an ex-
perimental evaluation, based on different best-of-breed open source tools, we demonstrate a
modeled graph from the blockchain can transparently provide the manners for accountability
over a smart contract designed to uphold an agreement for network slices among providers.
Through the analysis of different use cases, we prospect the manners to incorporate the pro-
posedMdODApp concepts as candidate solutions to multi-administrative realizations posed
by SDOs. From our analysis of this research question, we depict some challenges of approach-
ing blockchain to enable multi-administrative networking, such as performance, scalability
and security. Finally, we suggest the ideas involving the incorporation of blockchain DApps
into MdO operational phases can enable a myriad of new business models for network slices
in face of 5G use case requirements.
Hypothesis Evaluation – This topic aims to connect the dots among our arguments
while answering the investigated research questions throughout this thesis. So, we quote our
introduced hypothesis: “The disaggregation of network function performance metrics impacts
and composes a network slice footprint incurring in diverse slicing feature options, which when
realized should have their SLA life cycle management transparently implemented in corre-
spondence to their fulfilling end-to-end communication business case”. Analyzing Fig. 28, we
expose the big picture behind the work elaborated along this thesis. Distinctively, three argu-
mentative lines compose the scope of this thesis, as elucidated in chapters 2, 3 and 4. Each one
of them (Gym, Slicing Analytics, MdO Blockchain) elaborate stages interconnected through
output benefits in a chain. As pictured by the 1st stage (see Fig. 28), the performance profiles
extracted through Gym fit as input to the analysis of slice footprints that might compose
capability SLAs into smart contracts among administrative domains. In a second stage, we
suggest machine learning classifiers, as implemented in chapter 3, can establish predicted
classes of network slices (i.e., VNFs and infrastructure abstraction mappings) to be utilized
by multi-criteria analysis algorithms onto the formulation of intents/promises of estimated
network assets operations, which can be used for automated MdO life cycle management
workflows, one step further as demonstrated in the experiments of chapter 4. And finally,
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Figure 28 – Relationship of Ideas Explored along the Thesis.
we envision in a 3rd stage, that automated DevOps methodologies for continuous integra-
tion and delivery of VNF and network infrastructure artifacts could dynamically compose
evaluation metrics of network slice classes (e.g., accuracy, recall, precision) that would be
used by run-time recommendation systems for network slices to elaborate policy guidelines
for administrative domains realizeMdO operational phases in a cognitive manner. As shown
by the shadowed gray rectangle, in the scope of this thesis follow argued stages 1 and 2. We
believe the tasks related to the 3rd stage compose mostly of our future work. Accordingly,
based on the answers given to the posed research questions, we suggest our hypothesis is
validated through all the content of this thesis, as explained by the discussion elaborated in
this chapter and the relationship of core ideas shown in Fig. 28.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
“To go beyond is as wrong as to fall short.”
(Confucius)
Multi-administrative domain networking is considered a promising approach for the
delivery of upcoming 5G innovative services involving new wholesale offerings and verticals
towards varied business needs: a landscape demanding advances from the current monolithic
inter-domain connectivity model into agile and transparent SLAs for intricate end-to-end
network slices. In this thesis we showcase that VNF performance profiles contribute to the
dimensional analysis of a network slice footprint which in consequence can become trans-
parent fine-grained SLAs for end-to-end network slicing. Related to this thesis, in different
aspects, we realize standardization prospects emerging with different maturity levels in the
fields of benchmarking methodologies for VNFs, intelligent management of network slices
based on context-aware policies, and blockchain-related platforms and consensus algorithms.
Such SDO embodiments help to confirm and guide the envisioned ideas discussed in this
thesis. Furthermore, in upon such aspects we believe new business models have been created
in the Internet recently, an important dynamism to break vicious cycles jeopardizing open
innovation in networks.
When in the core chapters of this thesis (i.e., 2, 3 and 4), a section dedicated to
the a series of elaborated shortcomings fit as prominent future work for the topics herein
approached. Among them, we can highlight overall objectives, such as: (i) the extensibility
of Gym, and benchmarking tests applied to new abstractions of VNFs (e.g., enabled by P4
language); (ii) the comprehensive digest of large datasets using consolidated data mining
techniques to scrutinize thte footprint of network slices; (iii) the prototype evolution of the
Exchange functional architecture to utilize other blockchain platforms (e.g., Hyperledger),
model aMdO blockchain network and perform stress tests over different DApps performing
specific MdO operational phases; and mostly important, (iv) the complete study of auto-
mated MdO life cycle management workflows triggered upon a recommendation system of
network slices footprints analyzed upon the extraction of VNF performance profiles through
agile DevOps methodologies.
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